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[Lahore]

Before Mian Nazir Akhiar, J

HAQ NAWAZ and others- -Petitioners

versus

PROVINCE OF THE PUNJAB through Chief Secrenary,

Civil Secretariat, Lahore and 2 others— Respondneis

Writ Petition No. 9487 of 1992, decided on 13th August, 1996.
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(a) Constitution of Pakistan (1973)

—

—Art, 199—Civil Procedure Code (V of 1908), O.VIII, R. 10—Constitutional

petition—Written statement—Respondent (Provincial Government) had not

submitted any written statement to controvert the facts stated in the petition or

the documents relied upon by the petitioners—Respondent, held , would be

deemed to have admitted the correctness of the facts and the documents placed

on record by the petitioners, [p. 311] A
/!

(b) Muhammadan Law

—

—Wakf—Mosque—Status and sanctity attached to mosque elaborately stated

with reference to Qura'nic Verses; Traditions of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and

authoritative works, [pp, 318, 324, 330) B, C, D & E

(c) Islamic Jurisprudence

—

—Shaairallah—Meaning and concept of Shaairallah stated—All mosques

wherever situated fall within the meaning of expression "Shaairallah"—Mosques

being permanently dedicated in the name of God, are used by Muslims in

accordance with His commands for offering prayers and glorifying His name and

they are not only included in Shaairallah but also belong to their upper strata

and deserve unconditional respect and have to be properly maintained and

protected,—[Words and phrases), [pp, 330, 333

,

334] F, G Sl H

(d) Muhammadan Law

—

—Wakf—Dedication—Implied consent—Mosque—Site belonging to Provincial

Government was being used for offering prayers for the last so many decades-^

Provincial Government had never objected to the use of the site as a mosque—

Held , it clearly implied the consent to dedicate the property as a Wakf for a

mosque, [p. 334] I

(e) Muhammadan Law—

—Wakf—Mosque—Title—Mosque being a kind of Wakf, all rules of Islamic

Law governing creation of Wakf were equally applicable thereto—No particular

form is prescribed under the law for creating Wakf, hence Wakf can be made

verbally or in writing or treated to have been made through tong user of the

property for the purpose of niosque—Dedication of the properly whether made

expressly or impliedly or by long user, extinguishes the title of the original

owner.

Mosque is a kind of Wakf and all rules of Islamic law governing

creation of Wakf are equally applicable thereto. Ordinarily, a Wakf is created by

permanent dedication of a property lawfully owned by a person for any purpose

recognised under the Islamic Law as religious, pious or charitable. No
particular form is prescribed under the law for creating Wakf. Hence it may be
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oade verbally or in writing or be treated to have been made through long user of

!ie property, for the abovementioned purposes, [p. 334] J

Therefore, the dedication of the property whether made expressly or

mpliedly or by long user, extinguishes the title of the original owner,

p. 335] K

f) Muhammadan Law

—

Wakf—Mosque—Provincial Government had consciously allowed the site to

e used as a mosque for an indefinite period and it was actually used as a

losque for offering five times daily prayers for a very long time—Government,

iter on, had announced its policy to allocate or dedicate the land for mosques

ree of cost, contributed funds partly and called upon Muslims to contribute the

smaining funds for construction of Pacca mosques—Muslims acted upon the

olicy/representation made by the Government, contributed the desired amount

fcost of construction and a Pacca mosque was constructed with the consent and

dive assistance of the Government—Held , site became a Sharee mosque and

lovemment could not come forward to state that no Sharee mosque existed at

le site. fp. 339] L

*) Muhammadan Law

—

—Wakf—Mosque—Sharee mosque—Estoppel—Mosque was constructed with

le express approval of the Government for which it had partly contributed

inds

—

Held . Government was estopped by its own conduct to change its stand

nd assert that no such Sharee mosque existed at the site particularly

fter the lapse of more than 50 years during which the building of the mosque

;mained in existence—Qanun-e-Shahadat (10 of 1984) Art. 1 14.—[Estoppel].

), 341] M

1) Muhammadan Law

—

-Wakf—Creation of—Effect—On creation of Wakf, the property immediately

nd irrevocably vests in Allah and cannot be put to any use other than the one

>r which the Wakf was created, [p. 341] N

) Muhammadan Law

—

-Wakf—-Mosque—Once a person converts his land into a mosque he can no

rnger revoke the Wakf. [p. 342] O

) Muhammadan Law

—

-Wakf—Mosque—Title—Mosque is purely for God and no one else has any

tie in it and rights of all others qua mosque are extinguished—Mosque cannot

e sold or inherited, [p. 343] P & Q
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(k) Muhammadan Law

—

-Wakf—Creation of—Mosque—Permission granted by owner whether a

person an institution or a Government, expressly or impliedly, to use a piece of

fand for offering prayers indefinitely and thereafter actual user of the property

by Muslims generally for the said purpose, without any objection by the owner,

Se'vaM Wakf and ektinguish title of .he

of land into a mosque it is not necessary that a particular type of bull g,

dome or Minars be constructed thereon but it is the site dedicated fo

mosque or deemed to be so dedicated by long user which becomes mosque-As

a result of permanent dedication of land for mosque, the site becomes a mosque,

[pp. 344, 345} R & S

(i) Muhammadan Law—

Wakf—Mosque

—

Sanctity—Mosques belong to God, must be properly

maintained, permanently preserved and fully respected as bmg sym 1

God—Shifting the site of mosque—Not recognised in Islam—Once a

'

lawfully becomes a mosque then it always remains a mosque-Even if a mosque

is spoiled, deserted or demolished for any cause or wrongly put to any use other

than the worship of God, still it remains a mosque.

The concept of shifting the site of a mosque is not recognised in the

Islamic Law and Jurisprudence. Once a site lawfully becomes a mosque then it

iZZ a mosque. Mosques belong to Allah, must be property

maintained permanently preserved and fully respected as being s>m

A"ve’n i Tmosque is spoiled, deserted or demolished for any cause or

wrongly put to any uss other than worship of Allah, still it rcmattts a mosque.

[p. 345] T

a-*"-* SS
pT™ence th^piTo^cUty of masques. The concept of shifting

person^toMother*bufthe*propert^
reiruiins atts origin^ plac"‘ At the most the

built up structure can be demolished and the Malba removed from site,

[p. 346] U

The necessary corollary of the principle "once a mosque always a

mosque"^ that the she of a mosque remains Wakf perpetually which can never

be abandoned, alienated or put to any

abandonment of a mosque is strongly condemned by Almighty Allah
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No 2/114 Even if a mosque is demolished or becomes deserted due to shifting

of the population or for any other cause, it remains a mosque and its sanctity has

to be preserved as per the Injunctions of the Holy Qur an and tradmons of the

Holy Prophet, (s.a.w.s) [p. 346] V

A mosque differed from other Wakf properties and could not be sold

even if it was spoiled and the population of the area or the city had shifted from

there; that the place would remain a mosque because human ownership qua it

had ended and its title vested in Almighty Allah, [p. 347] W

(m) Muhammadan Law

—

Wakf—Mosque—Sanctity—Mosque or a building called or built as a mosque

can be demolished-Circumstances and reasons justifying demolition of a

mosque enumerated, [p. 350] X

(n) Islamic Jurisprudence

—

Tradition of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.)-Sanctity—Held, m presence of a

clear tradition of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.), the views of a companion of the

Holy Prophet or any Muslim jurist are not to be preferred over the same.

[p. 365] Y

(o) Constitution

—

Object of Constitution of a State briefly stated.

The Constitution of a State is not a book of prayers to be read only for

"Baraka". It contains fundamental principles and the law governing it and

provides the criteria for the construction, interpretation and validity of lega

anactments on the consideration of their, conformity to the fundamental

principles and the law. The Constitution contains provisions relating to the

concept, character and objectives of the State, the nature and framework

of the Government as well as provisions to regulate, distribute and limit the

functions of its different departments, the extent and manner of exercise of its

sovereign powers for achieving the aspirations and ideals of its people.

[p. 371] Z -

(p) Constitution of Pakistan (1973)—

Art.2—Meaning and purpose of Art. 2 of the Constitution.

According to Article 2 of the Constitution, the State religion of

Pakistan is Islam. This Article being a substantive part of. the Constitution

certainly has a meaning, purpose and practical utility. It is singular y different

from an empty slogan. The purpose is to declare unequivocally that m the State

of Pakistan, the Islamic way of life shall be followed and that it sha e

governed in accordance with the Islamic Sharia, [p. 37 ]
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(q) Constitution of Pakistan (1973)—

2A & 8—Intent and interpretation of An. 2A of the Constitution-

Principles enshrined in Objectives Resolution are intended to be given effect to

by the three organs of the State i.e. the Executive; the Legislature and the

Judiciary—Court need not confine itself to the precise language employed in the

Objectives Resolution but must ascertain the true intent of the law-makers and

give effect to the same—Laws inconsistent with the Injunctions of Islam are void

on basis of Art.2-A—Superior Courts can competently examine the validity of

manmade laws and actions of State functionaries on the basis of Injunctions of

Islam. ,

The ideals of establishing a truly Islamic State and society were

embodied in the historic Objectives Resolution adopted by the constituted

Assembly of Pakistan on 12-3-1949. At one time, it was only a part of the

preamble of the- Constitution and was not enforceable, (p. 372] BB

Although, the heading of the Article says that "Objectives Resolution is

to form pan of substantive provisions", in the operative part, the principles and

provisions set out therein were really made substantive part of the Constitution.

It was added that the said principles and provisions "shall have effect

accordingly". The principles and provisions set out in the Objectives Resolution

are that sovereignty over the entire universe belongs to Allah alone; that the

State of Pakistan shall exercise the authority delegated by Allah within the

limits prescribed by him, that the said authority is a sacred trust; that the

sovereign State of Pakistan shall be governed by a Constitution; that the State

power and authority shall be exercised through the chosen representatives of the

people; that the principles of democracy, freedom, equality, tolerance and social

justice as enunciated by Islam shall be observed; that Muslims shall be enabled

to order their lives in the individual and collective spheres in accordance with

the teachings and requirements of. Islam as set out in the Holy Qur an and

Sunnah; that the citizens of Pakistan shall have fundamental rights qua equality

of status, equality of opportunity, equality before the law, social, economic and

political justice, freedom of thought and expression, belief, faith, worship and

association (subject to law and public morality), the minorities shall have

adequate freedom to profess and practise their religion and develop their

cultures, the legitimate rights of the minorities shall be safeguarded, .he

independence of judiciary will be fully secured; the integrity of the territories of

the Federation of Pakistan, its independence and all its sovereign rights, over sea

and air shall be safeguarded. By adding Article 2A, the Constitution-maker

dearly intended that the above-referred principles and provisions be given effect

to by the three organs of the State, i.e. the Executive, the Legislature and he

Judiciary. Court need not confine itself to the precise language employed in the

Resolution but must ascertain the true intent of the law-maker and give ef ec o

the same. [p. 372] CC

The intention behind Article 2A was to elevate the Objectives
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Resolution from the position of a mere "pious wish" to the higher pedestal of

substantive Constitutional law, thereby making the Injunctions >f Is
|j™

“

supreme law of the land. Hence, the change was real and purposeful. Therefore

instead of finding fault with the language employed m the Objectives

Resolution, Court should adopt "purposeful approach to give effect to the

legislative intent, [p. 3731 DD

Notwithstanding the fact that in the changed circumstances a few words

'and expressions used in the Objectives Resolution appear to be inapt on reading

it as a whole, its real intention can be gathered and given effect to If an objec

contemplated therein had been achieved before insertion of Article 2A as or

example the Constitution had been framed or a democratic political set- p

established, fundamental rights secured in the Constitution, then a fresh exercise

to frame another Constitution or establish a new pohtical order or pnm

fundamental rights was not required. However, the principles deducible from

the Objectives Resolution have always to be adhered to by the citizens and

State functionaries. One of the important principles embodied m the Resolution

is that the sovereignty over the entire universe belongs to Allah alone and tha

the State of Pakistan shall exercise its powers and delegated authority through

the chosen representatives of the people within the limits prescribed by Almighty

Allah. It is important to distinguish between the Constitution and the principt

which underline it. The principles are in one sense more important than e

Constitution itself. The form of the Constitution changes but the principles

remain. Therefore, the principle of sovereignty of Allah and obligation of th

Legislature to act within the limits of Allah Has always to be followed,

[p. 373] EE

In Pakistan, the members of the Parliament are not the monarchy all

that they survey. They can frame laws while remaining within the four comers

of the Islamic Shariah to enable Muslims individual ly^ind collectively to order

their lives .in accordance with the teachings of Islam as set out m me Hoy

Qur'an and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet ( s.a.w.s.). Ip. 375] FF

When it is said that after insertion of Article 2A in the Constitution the

principles and provisions of the Objectives Resolution including Injunctions of

Islam, have become substantive part of the Constitution, the status or authority

of Injunctions of Islam is not relegated to that of manmade laws. The Injunctions

of Islam as set out in the Holy Qur'an and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (

s.a.w.s.) are the supreme law of the land and all manmade laws have to conform

to the same. It is significant to mention that laws inconsistent with fundamental

rights guaranteed under the Constitution are void by virtue of the provisions of

Article 8 of the Constitution. Therefore, it can be ruled without any hesitation

that laws inconsistent with the supreme law of the land, i.e. Injunctions o

Islam, are also void, fp, 375] GG

A real change has been made after insertion of Article 2A in the
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Dates of hearing: 14th, 16th; 27th, 30th November; 10th, 18th

December, 1995 and 20th, 26th and 29th May, 1996.

JUDGMENT

This judgment will dispose of Writ Petitions Nos. 9487/92 and

10545/92 in which common questions of law and facts are involved.

2. The dispute relates to the mosque situated on the Northern side of the

Office of the Deputy Commissioner, Lahore at the premises of District Courts,

Lahore. It wa's demolished on 6-10-1992, At that time, Mr. Javed Mahmood was

the Deputy Commissioner, Lahore who was also Chairman of the Managing

Committee of the mosque. The mosque was being used for offering five times

daily prayers, the Juma and Bid prayers by the members of the staff from the

office of Deputy Commissioner, Lahore, the Advocates and other Muslims since

long. The Provincial Government to whom the site belonged never objected to

it. The site was converted into a Tharra long before the partition and was

regularly used for offering five times prayers daily. After creation of Pakistan a

general policy was laid dowh to provide mosques at the premises of District

Courts in the Province of Punjab, For this purpose, the Government decided to

provide free land as well as funds for construction of a Pacca mosque at the site.

The mosque was constructed somewhere in the year 1961 . Muslims continued to

use the mosque for daily prayers, Jumma prayers and even the Eid prayers. In

the year 1982 "Madrissa Hifzul Qur'an' was also established in the mosque in

pursuance of a decision of the Managing Committee. In the year 1989 the

District Management started renovation and reconstruction of the buildings

existing at the District Court's premises. In the process, some buildings

including residential quarters and shops were demolished whereupon one shop-

keeper named Muhammad Boota filed Writ Petition No. 45 86/92 in this Court.

The Court called parawise comments from the Deputy Commissioner, Lahore

who stated therein that in continuation of development scheme the next proposal

was to reshape the corner of the District Court’s premises in consultation with

TEPA and that was decided to demolish the tubewell, mosque, post office and

quarters and to redesign and reconstruct the same! When the lawyers and the

residents of the locality learnt that the mosque was also going to be demolished,

a number of delegations from the local Bar Association and the general public

met the then Deputy Commissioner, Lahore (who was Chairman of the

Managing Committee of the mosque). He assured them that the mosque would

not be demolished. The assurance given by the Deputy Commissioner was high-

lighted in a number of news items published in different newspapers of Lahore

on 3-10-1992. The general public and the lawyers felt satisfied with the official

assurance but it turned out to be a mere farce because the mosque was razed to

the ground on the night between 5th and 6th October, 1992 and Malba of the

mosque was hurriedly removed from the site before dawn of the day. The news

of demolition of mosque shocked the citizens who strongly condemned the

action and started agitation against the Deputy Commissioner and other persons
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responsible for demolishing the mosque* The members of the District Bar

Association also protested* Kh. Muhammad Sharif Advocate, Ex-President of

the District Bar Association, Lahore and Councillor of the area alongwith a

number of other advocates sent a telegram of the following contents to the Chief

Minister, Punjab and others

"We the undersigned advocates and ex.office-bearers of the Lahore

District Bar Association highly protest and condemn the un-lslamic and

illegal act of the Deputy Commissioner, Lahore for demolishing the

District Courts' mosque of more than 75 years old wherein at least 150

students were studying Qur'an and Fiqah, This un-lslamic and illegal

act of the Deputy Commissioner, Lahore is not only liable to be

condemned but also amounts to conspiracy against the present

Government and it has made it clear that he has joined hands with anti-

Government elements to create law and order situation. You are

requested to take serious notice of the same and immediate necessary

action against the D.C, Lahore, otherwise the present Government will

be in great trouble/'

{A copy of the telegram is available at page 21 of File No*3 from the Office of

Deputy Commissioner, Lahore). An organisation known as Movement tor

Protection and Construction of Jamia Mosque, District Courts, Lahore was also

formed to protest against the demolition of the mosque and have it reconstructed

at its original site. It sent petitions to the then Prime Minister of Pakistan and

other high officials. (A copy of the petition is contained at pages 39 to 4 1 in File

No. 3, from the Office of Deputy Commissioner, Lahore), Among other things it

wasstatedtherein:—

3k ^ l

7-jf 'S

U'J'l

It was also mentioned therein that the Indian Radio had made comments

regarding the controversy of Babri Mosque with reference to the demolition of

the mosque located at District Courts, Lahore. At the end of the petition the then

Prime Minister was reminded that he had built the house of a poor man with his

own hands (Note: The scene was often telecast on the PTV), hence he should

come forward to reconstruct the Jamia Mosque of District Courts at its original

site. However, no effective step was taken by the Provincial and the Central

Governments in the matter. Only a letter was written by Maulana Abdus Sattar

Khan Niazi, the then Federal Minister for Religious Affairs, Government of

Pakistan to the Commissioner, Lahore Division, Lahore, in which he expressed

mld
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grief over demolition of the mosque. He also stated therein that before

demolishing the mosque the Deputy Commissioner should have consulted the

Ministry for Religious Affairs. He added that the mosque be reconstructed at the

game site as required by the Islamic Sharia. However, the needful was not done.

(Copy of the letter is annexed at page 103 of File No.3 from the Office o

Deputy Commissioner, Lahore).
,

3.

The Indian Press and the electronic media is said to have highlighted

the demolition of the Lahore mosque to incense the extremist Hindus to execute

their plan of destroying the historic Babri Mosque. Accordingly, the said

mosque was razed to the ground on 6-12-1992, just two months after demolition

of the Lahore mosque. The, news of demolition of the Babri Mosque came as a

stunning shock to the Muslims throughout the world who raised a chorus of

condemnation against it. The then Prime Minister of Pakistan Mian Muhammad

Nawaz Sharif (now Leader of Opposition) strongly condemned the desecration

and destruction of the Babri Mosque in these words: "This abhorrent act of

extreme fanaticism deserves to be strongly condemned by all civilised countries

especially those which oppose religious intolerance and extremism and uphold

human rights". Likewise, the present Prime Minister of Pakistan Mohtarma

Benazir Bhutto (the then Leader of Opposition) described the event of razmg o

Babri Mosque by Hindu extremists as tragic and a day of mourning for Muslims

the world over". She added, "This act of savagery has not only deeply hurt

Muslims' sentiments but raised fundamental questions about India's proclaimed

commitment to secularism. It is now imperative for Islamabad to respond to this

barbetic act in a manner that reflects the anger and anguish of all Muslims .

("The News"——Lahore Edition dated 7-12-1992). Unfortunately, Islamabad

failed to rise equal to the task, both in the matter of destruction of the Babri

Mosque as well as demolition ot the Lahore mosque-

4.

The present writ petition was filed on 7-10-1992 lor declaring the

demolition and shifting of the disputed mosque as being illegal, without lawful

authority and of no legal effect and for a direction to the respondents to

reconstruct the mosque at its original site.

5.

The writ petition came up for hearing on. 1 MO-1992 when the learned

Additional Advocate-General appeared in the Court and was allowed time to

submit a report and parawise comments on behalf of the Deputy Commissioner

Lahore respondent No. 2, which were submitted on 18-10-199.-. Paras 2, 5 and

5 of the report contain material averments and arc reproduced below for ready

'eferenee:— '

- -
-

“2 The members of the staff, officers and the Mosque Committee

demanded that with the development of District Courts Compound,

existing building of mosque does not fit in and as such demanded that a

new well -designed mosque should be constructed which should be fully
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air-conditioned centrally heated, fitted with modem sound system

dSf W
t

armngementS t0 Provide h°I water in winter and coldinking water in summer. They unanimously resolved and decided that

Lr,el.
ra0S,Ue S“d be de,n0li!hKi md * «w Sfuet

5. it has been established that the area under the demolishedmosque was neither purchased by any body nor the Government hadtransferred it to any person. No "wakf" was thus created of any land forconstructing mosque in the District Courts. The area under the premisesof the mosque was owned by the Government. UodTte
.circumstances, the mosque can be relocated which is being done afterge mg the land transferred in the name of District Mosque Committee.

'

.

^ Slte of tile demolished mosque shall not be convened forany other use including fountain, office building, caroarking or anyother purpose The place would be clearly demarcated and would bedecorated with grass, flowers and plants in order to maintain its
sacrosanct nature/

“ I[S

On facts, it was stated in para. 6 of the parawise comments:—

11 W
,

as “ PUFSUance of this demand of the staff that TEPA wasconsulted and whereafter old mosque was demolished and design of thenew mosque was got prepared by Mr. Nayyar All Dadda, the wellknown architect of the country."

In para, 7 it was stated:—

stiff „
been

J
lcm°llsh'd »»!• a complete consensus of the

staff, officers. Mosque Committee and Imam Masjid.
’

resend™
SU
?
miUCd re

-
,oinder t0 the report/parawise comments of

free land bvA°c o“
^ 3 !arge number of d«cuments showing grant of

funds l! r
G 'OTffleM

' permiss,on tQ construct a mosque and allocation of

admLd f
10 C°mpiete the **»<!>«. The writ petition was

suZ
^ 3rmg °n 28 '3 * 1994 - The Provincial Government did notbmit any written statement to controvert the facts stated in the petition or thedocuments relied upon by the petitioner. Hence, the Government respondent

th Y
WOu d b

f
deemed 10 have admitted the correctness of the facts and

that

dZU

^
ntS P aC£d record by tbe Petitioner. The learned A.A.-G prayed

wri
SUbmi“ed by the DePuty Commissioner be treated as h"sntten statement because he did not desire to add anything else.

Oridnallv hfh- t ci

counsel for the petitioners urged that

Mu®Z f

disputed -place was in the shape of a plot which was being used byMuslims from times immemorial for offering prayers. Subsequently it wiconvened into a Thara before the narfrif rnn anri i . . _
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offering five times daily prayers. After partition, a mosque was constructed with

express permission of the Government, The Government had laid down a policy

to provide free land in the premises attached to Government buildings in the

Province of the Punjab and financial assistance for the construction of mosques.

Funds were also allocated by the Government to construct the mosque in

dispute. It amounted to express permission by the Government and created a

valid Wakf; that once the property became Wakf it could not be used for any

other purpose; that mosque being house of Allah becomes a sacred place and

deserves highest respect by all Muslims; that the site of the mosque could not be

changed and the respondents were under an obligation to reconstruct the mosque

at the same place and that by demolishing the mosque the respondents and all

other persons engaged in the demolition of the mosque had committed an offence

under section 295, P.P.C. for which a criminal case be ordered to be registered

against them. He referred to a number of verses of the Holy Qur’an and

traditions of the Holy Prophet ( s.a.w.s.) regarding the status and exhalted

position of mosques. In support of his contentions the learned counsel referred

to extracts from the following books:

—

(i). Kifayat-uLMufti.

(it) Fazaail-i-Masjid.

(iii) Moarif-ul-Hadith.

(iv) Fatawa-i-Usmani,

(v) Fatawa-i-Nazaria.

(vi) Fatawa-i-Rashidia.

(vii) Fatawa-i-Rizvia.

(viii) Fatawa-i-Mazharia.

He also referred to the following judgments:

(i) Umar Din and others v, Mst. Aihsan and others (AIR 1921 Lahore 303)

(ii) Masjid Shahid Ganj and others v. Shromani Gurdwara Parbandak

Committee, Amritsar (AIR 1938 Lahore 369),

(iii) Ballabh Das and another v. Nur Muhammad and another (NLR 1991

SD 317).

(iv) Anjuman Masjid-i-Farooqia and 3 others v. Mst. Fazal Begum and 3

others (1991 SCMR 2112).

(v) Muhammad Yasin v. Rahmac Ilahi (NLR 1994 SD 442).

The learned counsel' strenuously urged that the mosque .was demolished as a
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result of some deep conspiracy to support the move of the extremist Hindus m

ihe matter of demolition of the Babri Mosque.

7 On one date of hearing, almost at the fag-end of the day, Dr. Khalid

Ranjha Advocate also addressed the Court on behalf of the petitioners briefly.

He urged that once it was established that the mosque was lawfully constructed

then the other question of shifting the mosque offered no difficulty because

shifting of the premises of a mosque was not recognised under the Islamic w.

The case was adjourned to enable him to assist die Court fully but on the next

date of hearing, he merely stated that he had nothing else to add.

8.

Nawab Saeed Ultah Khan, learned counsel for the petitioners in W.P.

No 10545/92 generally adopted the arguments raised by Malik Allah Yar,

Advocate and added that the mosque at the premises of District Courts, Lahore

was demolished by and at the instance of Deputy Commissioner, Lahore

although he had himself assured the various delegations of lawyers and the

general public that it would not he demolished; that the Deputy Commissioner

had acted like an enemy agent; that the mosque was demolished on 6-W-lWi

and thereafter the Babri Mosque was demolished on 6-12-1992; that by asserting

that a new mosque would be built at another nearby place, an argument had been

provided to the enemy that the premises of any mosque coukfbe shifted

elsewhere. He submitted that this was a dangerous act done by the Government

and must be undone in the light of the Injunctions of the Holy Qur an and

Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s) so that sanctity of the mosques could be

preserved throughout the world.

9.

Mr. Muhammad Ismail Qureshi, Advocate also appeared on behalf of

the petitioners and generally adopted the arguments raised by Malik Allah Yar,

Advocate. He emphasised that mosque is a sacred place entitled to highest

reverence and could not be shifted to any other place. If the superstructure had

become old and dangerous, it could have been pulled down and a new mosque

rebuilt at the same place. He submitted that in the Holy Qur’an specific

references were made to four mosques i.e. Baitullah at Makkah, Masjid-e-Nabvi

and Masjid-e-Quba at Madina-tul-Munawwara and Masjid-al-Aqsa at Jerusalem.

He pointed out that Masjid-i-Nabvi was the first residential University of Islam

as a number of companions of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) used to stay in the

mosque and get education directly from the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.)* e urSe

that Muslims used to protect places of worship of non-Muslims even in war but

non-Muslims including Christians and Hindus were out to destroy mosques even

during peace time. In this connection he referred to a Khutba of Hazrat Abu

Bakr Siddique, the first Caliph after the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.). He urged that

demolition of the mosque in the Islamic State of Pakistan must be viewed

seriously and a criminal case be ordered to be registered against the culprits.

10.

The learned A.A.-G. submitted that the real controversy involved in the

matter was whether the previous mosque could be demolished and thereafter

MLD
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shifted to another suitable site. He added that this question necessarily involved
the true status of the previous mosque. He urged that the original mosque was
not a Shari ai mosque and could be demolished and a new one be constructed at

another site. He further submitted that the Fatawa (juristic opinions) obtained by
the petitioners were not reliable because the same were not based on any original

source. He submitted that even the respondents had obtained views of Muslim
scholars before demolishing the mosque and the said views favoured the action

taken by the Government. He submitted that in the absence of express dedication

for religious purposes mere user of the place as a mosque would not give it the
status of a Sharia i mosque. In support of his contention, he referred to the

opinion of the Federal Shariat Court given in response to the letter written by
the Military Secretary to the then President of Pakistan (late General Zia-uL
Haq),

1 L After the learned counsel for the parties concluded their arguments, the
Court still needed further assistance and called four eminent Advocates namely
Mian Saeed-ur-Rahman Farrukh, Dr. Riaz-uLHassan Gilani, Mr, Nazir Ahmad
Ghazi and Malik Muhammad Nawaz, as amicus curiae,

12. Mian Saeed-ur-Rahman Farrukh, Advocate urged that the site of a

mosque cannot be changed under any circumstance. He submitted that once it

was admitted that an existing mosque could be demolished and instead another
one built at another place then no mosque in the world would be safe. The
structure, if need be, could be changed or rebuilt but the site could not be

.
changed for any consideration whatsoever. He submitted that the facts on the

record clearly established that the piece of land at the District Court premises,

Lahore was dedicated by the Government free of cost on which the mosque was
constructed with active help of the Government. The Deputy Commissioner was
the Chairman of the Managing Committee and it did not lie in his mouth to

assert that the mosque was constructed without permission of the Government.
He pointed out that the Deputy Commissioner was conscious that the original

site was mosque. That is why he has stated in the comments that sanctity of the

plot would be preserved. Therefore, he was bound to reconstruct the mosque at

the original site and if need be, a second mosque could be constructed at the

other site now proposed in the site plan. He pointed out that the respondents first

demolished the mosque on 6-10-1992 and thereafter obtained some Fatawa in

mid-October, 1996 after institution of the writ petition in this Court and that

too, without disclosing correct facts. Hence, the said Fatawa had no legal value.

13. Dr. Riaz-uLHassan Gillani, Advocate urged that building site is the

mosque and the construction raised thereon was only meant to provide

convenience for offering prayers. Once it is established that a piece of land has

been dedicated by the owner for a mosque, it goes out of his ownership and

becomes a mosque even without the superstructure. After dedication the nature

and character of the land undergoes a change. It becomes a house of Allah on
which the blessings of Allah are showered. In this connection he referred to the
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Verse No.1 in Chapter No. 17 of the Holy Qur’an. He submitted that the

"Baraka" mentioned in the Verse in respect of Al-Aqsa mosque in fact pertains

to every other house of Allah. He submitted that after a premises is convened

into a mosque, it becomes a sacred place and every Muslim is duty bound to

preserve and maintain its sanctity. He further submitted that shifting of the

premises of mosque is against the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.). After

Hijrah, the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) came to the Holy Kaaba for performance of

Hajj and Umra although it was in occupation of the enemy. This was done

because there was absolutely no concept of shifting the mosque, hence the

premises of the Holy Kaaba or Masjid-i-Nabvi or for that matter any other

mosque can never be shifted. He pointed out that the book "Ibaat-ui-Matwari

"

written by Aala Hazrat Ahmad Raza Khan Brelvi, is an important book on the

subject which may be kept in view while deciding the matter,

14. Mr. Nazir Ahmad Ghazi, Advocate, addressed arguments on various

legal and factual controversies involved in the matter. He submitted that the facts

borne on the record clearly showed that initially dedication of the property by

the
(
Government was implied and thereafter it became express when the

Government offered free land and also contributed funds for construction of the

mosque. Now, the Government was estopped by its own words and conduct

from asserting that the property was not dedicated for a mosque. In this

connection he placed reliance on the judgments in' the following cases:

^ 1

(i) Massu and 27 others v. United Bank Limited and another (1990 MLD
2304);

(ii) Allah Banda v. Mst. Khurshid Bibi etc. (1990 CLC 1683); and -

(iii) Mst. Kaneez Fatima v. Wali Muhammad and another (PLD 1993

Supreme Court 901).

He further submitted that while submitting parawise comments, respondent No.

2

had deliberately suppressed true facts and did not disclose the correspondence

showing grant of free land and funds by the Government and the sanction

obtained from the Lahore Corporation for construction of the mosque. This was

clearly a mala fide act on the part of respondent No. 2. He submitted that the

Government had obtained Fatawa after demolishing the mosque without

disclosing ail the relevant facts, hence the same had no value in the eye of law.

He submitted that the original site had lawfully become mosque which could not

be demolished or shifted to another place. He urged that by virtue of the

provisions of Articles, 2, 2A, 20 and 31 of the Constitution of Pakistan and the

Enforcement of Shari’ah Act, 1991, all State functionaries were bound to act in

accordance with the Islamic Shari’ah and preserve and maintain mosques. In this

connection he relied on the cases "Zaheer-ud-Din and others v. The State and

others” (1993 SCMR 1718) and Zahid Farooq and another v. Anjuman Jamia

Masjid and 4 others (1995 SCMR 1584). He also referred to "Tafseer-i-Kabeer"

M l D
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were not reliable and that even otherwise the same did not establish

mosque was actually shifted elsewhere,

17 Notice was also issued to Mr. Javaid Mahmood. Ex-Deputv

Cotnmisstaner, Lahore who was the Chairman of the Mosqu,

'

relevant time. His learned counsel (Mr. Faroe, Bedar Ad vocal r addres*d

areuments regarding the petitioners' prayer for registration of a criminal case

Sw”he pLons responsible for illegal demolition of the mosque. In thus

connection, he urged:—

frt the provisions of section 295 of the P.P.C. are attracted only if the act

of demohdon of a place of worship is done with the intention of

' insulting the religion of any class of persons or with the knowledge that

any class of persons was likely to consider demolition of the mosqiie as

a/insult to their religion. The Ex-Deputy Commisstoner being Muslim

. never wanted to demolish the mosque with such an intention. Similarly

he could not know that Muslims would treat his act as an msu

religion;

(ii) the old mosque was demolished with the intention of rebuilding another

< }

beautiful mosque at a better place with better amenities for the

Namazis;

,iin that the Ex-Deputy Commissioner not being a religious scholar could

no. know the^intricacies of Islamic Law in the matter of demolttmn and

shifting of the mosque;

r„y that the Ex-Deputy Commissioner is not responsible alone and many

o“r person, w’ere involved in the matter. Henee. only the Ex-Depmy
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the day of Juma-tul-Mubarik) to offer prayers in congregation. Prayer is the

pillar of Din and the most attractive style of the Islamic life. It demostrates

man's surrender to God and his defiance of the Devil who had vowed to stray

him away *from the. path of virtue and obedience of the Creator. The Holy

Qur'an contains about one hundred Verses regarding the need, worth and value

of prayers and the obligation of Muslims to establish the system of "Salaat". In

this connection, Allama Shibli Naumani writes:—

According to the traditions of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) Salaat is the top-

most act of virtue which eliminates sins of a believer (Mishkat, Voi I, Chapter

of "Salaat", pages 126 to 129). The system of "Salaat" is established in mosques

which being symbols of Allah are loved and respected by Muslims. A Muslim

who cultivates the habit of prostrating before Allah in prayers becomes mentally

and spiritually prepared to obey His commands in every walk of life.

20. After migration to Madina, the Holy Prophet Hazrat Muhammad

(s.a.w.s.) got a mosque built at Quba, a place about 3 miles away from Madina.

He personally took part in the construction work to demonstrate the supreme

importance of the House of Allah. After staying at Quba for about- a fortnight,

the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) reached Madina and first of all got Masjid-e-Nabvi

constructed adjacent to his house. The site where the mosque was constructed

belonged to two orphans who willingly offered it without claiming any price but

the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) preferred to purchase it on payment of proper price

to the owners. Again, the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) personally participated in the

construction work, like his companions. During the period of the Holy Prophet

(s.a.w.s.) and his four Caliphs, Masjid-e-Nabvi remained the centre of Muslims'

religious, social, educational and military 'activities. It is said to be the first

residential University of Islam where a number of companions of the Holy

Prophet (s.a.w.s.) used to stay at "Suffa" — an elevated platform, and get

education from- the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.). In this way, a number of preachers

were prepared who rendered valuable services in spreading the message of

Islam. Generally all mosques, apart from being places of worship, are centres of

religious teachings and learning. The elementary education of reading and

reciting the Holy Qur'an is imparted invariably at every mosque.

20-A. Muslims treat it as an act of great virtue to construct, maintain

and respect mosques. With the growth of Islam, number of mosques has

/

/ *

OO^fijk
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increased throughout the world, Martin T. Frishman and Hasan-ud-Din Khan

say: *
*

“Today, Islam is the fastest growing major monotheistic religion, and

consequently more mosques are being built than are new places of

' worship for the followers of any other faith."

("The Mosque", Preface, page 14).

They add/
,

"A factor that should be borne in mind is that in modem society the

mosque serves as the single most important visible representation of

Muslim identity and values."

21. Apart from representing the Muslim identity and values, mosques also:

signify the inherent strength of the Muslim Ummah, its dermination to live and

abide by the commands of Allah and his Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s,). To the staunch

opponents of Islam, mosques appear to be embodiments of Islamic

fundamentalism which they are not prepared to tolerate. Hence, they always

endeavour to desecrate, demolish and destroy mosques.

22. The Holy Qur T

an contains specific Verses about four mosques, i.e. the

Holy Kaaba, generally known as Baitullah, Masjid-e-Nabvi, Masjid Al-Aqsa and

Masjid-e-Quba, In Sura A1 -Imran, Verse No. 96 and. Sura Bani Israel, Verse

No. 1, it has been mentioned that blessings of Allah are showered in and around

the holy mosques of Kaaba and Al-Aqsa. As mentioned above, mosques are

symbols of God and all Muslims have been ordained to respect symbols of God
and not to do any violence to the same (Sura AI-Haj, Verse No. 32 and Sura AI-

Maida, Verse No. 2). Any one who stops the people from raising the name of

i

Allah in a mosque and commits such acts as make mosques deserted places is

condemned as " most unjust" in Sura A!-Baqra, Verse No. 1 14.

23. Before proceeding further, it would be advantageous to reproduce some

Verses of the Holy Qur'an to show the ekalted status and importance of a

mosque. In the Holy Qur'an Allah says:-

(I 8 29 c

v

„j X iU uly ... Jl
q) 3

"And the places of worship
N

Are for Allah (alone):

So invoke not anyone

Along with Allah; (72/18)

filial) J ^ V *. * J l ^ C&3

(26 cJi T7 ffjU ’ 2^)1 ^5J\j &\j
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"Behold! We gave the site,

To Abraham, of the (Sacred) House,

(Saying): "Associate not anything

(In worship) with Me;

And sanctify My House

For those who compass it round.

Or stand up.

Or bow, or prostrate themselves

Therein prayer)." (22/26)

^
(125 CJ

'

1 oV '

"Remember, We made the House

A place of assembly for men

And a place of safety;

And take ye the Station

Of Abraham as a place

Of prayer; and We covenanted

With Abraham and Ismail,

That should sanctify

My House for those who

Compass it round, or use it

. As a retreat, or bow, or

prostrate themselves (therein

(96 Cul 4 ajv

"The first House (of worship)

Appointed for men

Was. that at Bakka:

Full of blessings

And of guidance

For all kinds of beings:

• junu -J g-i *-J V Aw& »' *“ *•**• J
( 36 C*jt ’18 oj\ 'jy&

"(Lit is such a Light)

In houses, which Allah

Hath permitted to be raised

To honour; for celebration,
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In them, of His name;

In them is he glorified

In the mornings and

,
In the evenings, (again and again),

M

(24/34)

^Stj £}-*l *Ut ' ^*3U Ujl

ajj-i) c*H*4*^ er* J ^ J *15^

(18 Col *10 9jU

'

"The mosques of Allah

Shall be visited and maintained

By such as believe in Allah

And the Last Day, establish

Regular prayers, and practise

Regular charity, and fear

None (at all) except Allah,

It is they who are expected

To be on true guidance," (S. IX 18)

US ^Jjjl a] JS X£*
I

J

(29 Col 8 *jb ' LitIjfcS/lSj^)

"And that ye set your wholeselves (to Him)
At every time and place of prayer, and
Call upon Him, making your devotion sincere

As in His sight such as He created you
In the beginning, so shall ye return, " (S.VII V:29)

(3 1 Cot 'g Djb *

^
1 M,# JS XpC-

"O Children of Adam! Wear your beautiful .apparel at every time and
place of prayer" (S,VIIV:31)

L&Jjl jjJMi <W-j1 IjJ jSi'J • £** Cf** ^C3-J

5jA?Sll ^ ^ ^ d

(1 1

4

V
Col 1

1 9jIj
f ff^Jt 5

"Arid who is more unjust

Than he who forbids

That in places for the worship

Of Allah, Allah's name should be

Celebrated? * * whose zeal

Is (in fact) to min them?

It was not fitting that such

Should themselves enter them
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Except in fear. For them

There is nothing but disgrace

In this world, and in the world

To come, an exceeding torment." (S.II. 114)

ts^ jjjl WJ f\
kS ^

'15 Olj ’ JbV erf
3^) -Je-P' CT"1' ^^ ^^^

(1 ^
"Glory to (Allah)

Who did take His Servant

For a Journey by night

From the Sacred Mosque

To the Farthest Mosque,

Whose precincts We did

Bless, -- in order that We
Might show him some

OfOur Signs: for He

Is the One Who heareth

And seeth (all things). " (S .XVII . 1

)

n? v*-) -vjBl a* «* >#» # '

(32
"And whoever holds in honour v

The symbols of Allah,

(In the sacrifices of animals),

Such (honour) should come truly

From piety of heart/ (S.XXII 32.)

4-jOjLj^ J t*'r^^^^
^yi aiS\ J cr oj^ ^

(40 CJ '17 oJi
' 2^' 5J^-)

".....Did not Allah

Check one set of people

By means of another,

There would surely have been

Pulled down monasteries, churches,

Synagogues, and mosques, in which

The name of Allah is commemorated

In abundant measure. Allah will

Certainly aid those who

Aid His (cause); — for verily

Allah is full of strength,
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Exalted in Might,

Able to enforce His (Will)." (S.XXII V:40)

J (jJpjl JjA j S'ijSj)' J s'jLai'^'5' lj* o'

(41 CJ -

1

'17 *j
\f

' Sj^-) &-> cl*

"(They are) those who,

If We establish them

In the land, establish

Regular prayer and give

Regular charity, enjoin

The right and forbid wrong:

With Allah rests the end

(And decision) of (all) affairs." (S.XXII V:41)

The above Verses make it abundantly clear that places of worship or mosques

belong to Almighty Allah; blessings of Allah are showered on the site of a

mosque; a mosque is to be sanctified, kept neat and clean and properly

maintained to facilitate offering of prayers and raising the name of Allah therein,

must be respected being symbols of Allah; that no one is greater wrongdoer or

more unjust than the one who forbids people from worshiping Allah and

celebrating his name therein, spoils a mosque or makes it a deserted place; and

that had Allah not put a check at one set of people through another following

different religions, then they would have definitely pulled down the monasteries,

churches, mosques etc. Verse No.41 of Sura Al-Haj refers to the duty of rulers

to establish mosques because the system of regular prayers has to be established

in a mosque.

C

24. While interpreting Verse No.2/1 14 Allama Qartabi says:-

-cJbO' C J -4^ J*—!11

<2

^
eiiUl' J jl&i)' o'

^ *'-J
.

(C>j - j'j 78 a*

It means that a mosque cannot be demolished or sold or abandoned even if the

Mohaliah or residential area of its location becomes uninhabited and nobody wi

be stopped from constructing a mosque except where the object of the builder is

to create division and differences (among Muslims). Such a mosque known in

history as Masjid Zarrar was pulled down under the command of the Holy

Prophet (s.a.w.s.) after revelation of Verses Nos. 107 and 108 of Sura Tauba. It

was not constructed with the object of worshipping Allah or glorifying His name

but to create division in the Muslim Ummah and to hatch up cospiracies against

them. To condemn the ignoble designs for which it was constructed, the sue of

Masjid Zarrar was converted into a filth depot under the orders of the Ho y
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that mosques could be spoiled in two ways, firstly—by stopping the people from

offering prayers, and secondly by making them deserted places or demolishing

them (Vol.I, page 683)* Obviously, the act of demolition of a mosque disables

Muslims from offering regular prayers therein and clearly amounts to stopping

them from performing their prime obligation of offering five times daily prayers

or glorifying the name of Allah therein* The exalted position of mosques and

rewards to be awarded by Allah to those who construct mosques or offer prayers

and raise the name of Allah therein is
H amplified in a number of traditions of the

Holy Prophet (s.a*w*s.)some of which are quoted below:

™

D

a\ IjjX Ji iJjtZ V*J oi

^ ^ 4 -6 &afcj & jjz -u-pt

pLo dJb ^ a*'1" Jj*^ Jyt

1 ^ ^***— ^ j ^
£<CJLSJs)l^ dJ&> dj dill^ Jjl 4>-J dj *JS dil O.— J15

"Narrated 'Ubaidullah Al-Kaulani: I heard
s

Uthman bin
v

Afian saying,

when people argued too much about his intention to reconstruct the

mosque of Allah’s Apostle, "You have talked too much'. I heard the

Prophet saying, 'Whoever built a mosque, (Bukair thought that " Asim,

another sub-narrator, added, "Intending Allah’s Pleasure"), Allah

would build for him a similar place in Paradise’.

"

(Hadilh No.441, Chapter:65, Part XII, Vol.I "The Translation of the

Meanings of Sahi A1 -Bukhari" by Dr. Muhammad Mohsin Khan).

J j* *JS^

J

JS lUU-t &^
a^S J aj*>-\ *1J! ^ 1JS

aJUt J <«£-< j J

J ^ U. J* «iii V J j;
1 3=*^

^Uifc a
lje
c Ua^ aJut del j JjjfsJ'j e^l; pU?^ dl'

J ^c^aZl'j J Lri J sje^ So~^

*.. x». ' -< — i^yj '62 vV) - jrCJ'f "*-* J ‘CA'J21*!' cj*

'437 jt*3

"Narrated "Abdullah (bin "Umar): In the lifetime of Allah’s Apostle

the mosque was built of adobes, its roof of the leaves date-palms and its

pillars of the stems of date-palms* Abu Bakr did not alter it * 'Umar

MLD
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expanded it on the' same pattern as it was in the life time of Allah's

Apostle by using adobes, leaves of date-palms and changing the pillars

into wooden ones. "Uthaman changed.it by expanding it to a great

extent and built its walls with engraved stones and iime and made its

pillars of engraved stones and its roof of teak wood.”

(Hadith No.437, Chapter 62, Part XII, VoU, Sahi Al-Bukhari,

translated by Dr. Muhammad Mohsin Khan)*

j-tJl Jj* £*** ^

M c*«-i J>\ j -w ^ ^ ^ Jjr^'

JS all C*—*- jS> J3 •i*=— uri cr* f^3 ^
^ JS j JUaJl J tLj a) aiJI ^ JU: ajjl <>

44*Ji
*466 '1094 ’189 yla) - ‘Cj^ !

es*
^ ‘Cd^-J

- ((-iiji (J—* *V'S
’

"Ubaidullah al-Khaulani reported: Uthman listened to the opinion of the

people (which was favourable) when he rebuilt the mosque of the

Messenger of Allah (may peace be upon him). Thereupon he said: You

have not been fair to me for I have heard from the Messenger of Allah

(may peace be upon him) saying: He who built mosque for Allah, the

Exalted, Allah would build for him a house in Paradise. Bukair said: I

think he (the Holy Prophet) said: While he seeks the pleasure of Allah

(by building the mosque). And in the narration of Ibn 'Isa (the words

are):
,

"(a house) like that (mosque) in Paradise."

(Hadith No. 1084, Chapter CXCVIII,, Vol.I, Sahih Muslim, by Imam

Muslim, rendered into English by Abdul Hamid Siddiqi).

jdbfe, WS J&* vi ^ VJ^- of

Vi a'-W urt' vi b '
‘

JUi <C . *
t
Jis, at Jb °

^ tLj a) alii^ aJd Ijjjc—.^ ^ (J->J ^ J^J

Jult 4^-Jj
’ ,JL- ’1095 T89 yU) -aka

l ahid renorted: when 'Uthman b. 'Affan intended to
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build the mosque (of the Prophet) the people did not approve of it

They liked that it should be kept in the same state. Thereupon he said- I

heard the Messenger of Allah (may peace be upon him) say He who
built a mosque for Allah, Allah would build a house for him like it in
Paradise*"

(Hadith No. 1085, Chapter CXCVIII, Vol.I, Sahi Muslim, by Imam
Muslim, rendered into English by Abdul Hamid Siddiqi)

uji j' WG
cfi3^ J

- J -Cj'jj ^ Lj;' JG

aDI (_5-e; cri' <Jj* oLrt*

ci*- Jjfi' aMJI '-*>'1 JG ai)l
(

jL*3 al)l J^*jj <Ci

**ha 1

jj—4 -1^3 ^lau W-Ufcl *

^Jjl jJt>- '1430 vtuJU*- '230 c_jL '567

f J ‘ 1 _y

Abu Huraira reported that the Messenger of Allah (may peace be upon
him) said: The parts of land dearest of Allah are its mosques, and the
parts most hateful to Allah are marketss*

(Sahi Muslim rendered into English by Abdul Hamid Siddiqi, Vol.l-
Tradition No. 1416, Published by Sh. Muhammad Ashraf).

O* JGefll ^jU-L. Jjl til -LseJI S^c y\ b^ ^ ^j

^

JG aJt <d)l ^^ ^j\ ^ ^ULut

.'I aU ojb jJ .^U\ rx r
hJl jcvLJI J! (jyi jji

( 558j**J J 99 i—»L '239 h
. r

"Hazrat Bureeda (r.a.a.) reported that the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s ) said
Gtve good news of complete light to those who go to mosques in

darknessV*
n

(Sunan Abi Dawood, Vol.I, Chap. 199, page 239, Hadith No.558). -

oJ^— J' ‘Si eP* ukvJ' ^ JG jJl* ^ ejij» ^
’

1 &-*) - V- •ci-j. i_c5c j^j
cii^ cB j;'

1

1 §8 **
i ,T

"Hazrat Abu Huraira reponed: that the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said
When a person leaves his house intending to go to the mosque (for
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p„y„s) and takes a step forward, one vimte is written for hint and on

another step, one vice is forgiven .

(Sunan Nasaee, Book about Mosques, translated by Atlanta Waheed-ua-

Zaman, Vol.I, page 188).

^
(
618

person alone,"

(Sahi Al-Bukhari, Chap.30, Haditti No.618, Vol, I, page 351).

,“,y"s
person alone' .*

(Sahi Al-Bukhari Chap.30, Hadith No.619. Vol:I. page 351)

^ -»> » ^ .pLo

lui uo J- r# t> r
bu^ ^ ^^ ,

i’.^J*L~) ^^ j~j

(620

1 -Narrated Abu Hnrairp: V*. Ap-= said,
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than that of the U pSUy’®d

£ JiL^^lhe mosque whh Ae sole
in

every step he takes J ^^^ accounts (of

reward and his one si ^ ^gels keep on asking Allah s

«*> WS
'S AU^stog venm for him as long as he is (staying) *

Blessings and Allah forg
Bgslow your blessings upon him, be

SS& And one is regarded in prayer as long as one

Mis v^aiung fort P

J No.352, Hadith No.620,

(Sahi Al-Bukhan, Chapter 30, Vol.i, P g

raaslatM by Dr. Muhammad Mohsm Khan)

..1 M i Ow J» u"Vfc e*^
. (jKs)i

•It is reported from Ibn-e-Abbas j^'^^’^STshWng toAose“^5^

—

of lte

(Majma-uz-Zawaid Was Mumb^a* by Ifaqi -#

Vo!. I, page 7, published Maktaba Alquaddas. Qahra.

:804

l.idi c# SJ50“

a»> uh! JjrtP>^ U* e* d* *Vj *'^
. , th ,. the Holv Prophet (s.a.w.s.) ordered that

mosque,^l,rMo=^ne, anS ciean and «,ed with, fragrant

(Tradition No,S04. S05. ^%**£*' ”*^

'

published by Muhammad Saeed and Sons, Karachi)

to Lb
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L-A-ibtiU J J[^Aj (*^0 ******
11 ^JJuLu

pi J J ^Ul JU5 C^i^j pli «li*£ ^ULxJt -LjJI 4j

JjIjlU.
1 ^juJS.^U T396 jr-^JV1^ 0jui

j^l^& ^XjLyd JL^s Wj* *264

Huns bin Qabisa said, *'1 stayed with Abu Huraira and told him that J

had prayed to Allah to give me a virtuous companion, so narrate to me some

saying of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) which may benefit me\ Abu Huraira

narrated that the Holy Prophet (s.a,w,s.) said, "On the Day of Judgement a

person will be first called upon to account for (five times obligatory) prayers. If

the said account turned out to be right he would get success and salvation and

others would fail and suffer,
"

25,

The above traditions of the Holy Prophet (s.a,w,s.) clearly show

that construction of a mosque is the supreme act of virtue; that Allah

builds similar places in Paradise for those who build mosques; that mosques are

the most favourite places of Allah; that the reward for prayer in congregation in

a mosque is 25 or 27 times more than the prayer offered by a person alone; that

on the Day of Judgement a Muslim will be first called upon #60 account for his

daily obligatory prayers; and that mosque must be kept neat and clean. E

26,

After having referred to the Verses of the Holy Qur'an and traditions of

the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) regarding the high status of mosques and the

importance of congregation prayers to be,offered in mosques, I may now advert

to the question as to what is meant by ( J±\ whether mosques fall within

the meaning of the said expression and deserve to be respected as ordained in

Verse No,2 of Sura Al-Maida (No.5) and Verse No. 32 of Sura Al-Haj

(No,22).
-

27,

The word Will) is the plural of the word, ( - e ) or (aj

which means "symbol". Hence the expression (alAY^Wil) wou^ niean

symbols of AHah and include anything dedicated in the name of Allah or acts

done or performed in pursuance of some direct command of Allah or the Holy

Prophet Hazrat Muhammad (s.a.w.s.) or anything specifically declared so in the

Holy Qur'an or Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (s, a,w.s.). The mountains of Safa

and Marwa at Makkah, Ahraam of the pilgrims for Haj and Umra, and the

animals 'taken to the Holy Kaaba^or being sacrificed in the name of Allah called
1

CS V are declared to be in the Holy Qur'an. Likewise, the

four Holy months (Moharram, Rajab, Zee-Qaad and ZiJ-Haj), Edi-ul-Fitr, Eid-

ul-Azha, the five times daily prayers including Azan, the Holy Kaaba and all

other mosques wherever situated are covered by the said expressions. In the

book by Abdur Rabid Naumani following meaning of the

F
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expression
has been given on the authority of Shah Abdul Aziz

MohaddisDehlvi:

Li JO/ 'J Cult Ofiji J OLiAt J J' J ct1 JO aili

-dS^ J *ib> J V*^ enf^U°tl5-

e^o Jt*^ U -> -^L- U

}c-ffl j^^ oLitoUi .xi
r
u

u J arfja j Xi ^JU J OpL>-

J

^
OjUJI jgl CoU aW J aK-a5 UJ^ J2*1* «** ^

(Vol .3, page 280 JJi\ OUl)"-U J-. Jh f J' &i

It means:-

"The word >Utis plural of or which means a symbol

and -MU iUXas known in religion would mean places, tunes and

symbols of worship. So far as places of worship ^concerned these are

Hke Kaaba Arfa Muzdalfa, three Jamars, Safa, Marwa, Mina and

o,t“qtres i far aa times are concerned, these are like the month

of Ramadan and other honoured months, Etdml-Fttr Emrnn-NAa

Juma, days of Tashreeq; and symbols are like Azaan, Iqama

Lma/incision, congregation prayers, the Juma prayers ^d prayer, of

two Eids; all the above symbols. including places, time of worship and

method of worship are such as remind God Almighty.

Again, the meaning of expression &!>~has been

if'oafeli To Ihe

commentary of the Holy Qur'an known as Khazan (VoL II, page 4)

following words:—

"alj j fjbuJ j2»’ *UI

ihaairallah are Injunctions of Allah and symbols of His D^j^
n)

0

"

.other place, it has been explained that anyth,ng.which is a symbd for some

rtuous act meant for taking a person nearer the Almig y
'

>
* a

d
“*

«

zteha .fir: has

.eluded in the express,on^>U~. “ 5^),^ Included in the expressionKaSS— iS 1UCid1?'
^hsarihed by Maulana Abul

.laMaudoodi in "Tafheem-ul-Qur’an in the following words.
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439f438J'

,

Jjjj»*ib
l
'!

|Jtor/ l

r

:>ir

28 Allah has commanded not to show disrespect to symbols of God or

M,.

It means :~

"0 Ye who believe!

Violate not the sanctity

Of the Symbols of, Allah,

Nor of the Sacred Month,

' Nor of the animals Brought

For sacrifice, nor the garlands.

Nor the people resorting

To the Sacred House,

Seeking of the bounty

And good pleasure

Of their Lord.

"

(S.V.3, Vol, I, Translation by Mr. Abdullah Yusuf Ali).

At another place, it is said in the Holy Qur'an:-

17 .Jt ~J Ur) "v^i rfjS c- y» >* &
(32 Cal

It means:-

-Whoever holds in honour the symbois of Allah, such honour comes

truly trom piety of heart.

In his book "Al-Mohalla", Ibn-i-Hazum has,^^^6= 421

disrespecl.to "Shaairallah becomes an apos a

dedicated in the name of

Edited by Shakir). Mosques being permanently dedicated
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Almighty Allah, are used by Muslims in accordance with His commands for
offering prayers and glorifying His name are not only included in

11 jru
1
,!.-,"

but also belong to their upper strata and deserve unconditional respect and have
to be properly maintained and protected. In the historic event of attempt made
by Abraha about 50/55 days before the birth of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s,) to
demolish the Holy Kaaba, Almighty Allah directly intervened, punished the
wrongdoers and destroyed them completely (Reference Sura Al-Feel) The

nKn nf'7,?7%
t;

t
el1 ^ A!mighty A!lah in view of [be extraordinary

pos tion of the Holy Kaaba and the role which this central mosque was destined
to play m the future human histoiy

.

B,
29

v
Comin§ t0 £iie mertts of the present case, first of all, I would like to

deal with the argument raised by the learned Assistant Advocate-General that the
reputed mosque was demolished because it was not a Sharee mosque and that

mosque
dedicated by :fie Provincial Government for constructing a

20 The facts borne on the record show that the disputed site belonged to
e Government of the Punjab and that the Government had allowed Muslims to

use the land as a mosque from times immemorial. No exact data is available to
ascerram as to when the disputed site was set apart for being used as a mosque
However, Letter No.B.C./9 dated 2-1-1956 from the Deputy Commissioner'
Lahore to the Executive Engineer. PWD, Lahore (Annex D/4) on the subject of
Construction of a Mosque" at the disputed site shows that several years before
partmon of the sub-continent of Indo- Pakistan, the site was being used for t
o renng prayers. The Provincial Government never objected to the use of the
sue as a mosque either before or after partition of the sub-continent which
Clearly implied consent to dedicate the property as a Wakf for a mosque.

31 . The question whether the long user of a property for offering five times
prayers without any objection on the part of the owner is sufficient to convert it
into a mosque needs detailed examination. Mosque is kind of Wakf and all rules
of -Islamic Law governing creation of Wakf are equally applicable thereto.
Ordinarily

, a Wakf is created by permanent' dedication of property lawfully
owned by. a person for any purpose recognised under the Islamic Law, as
religious, pious or charitable. No particular form is prescribed under the law for
creating Wakf. Hence it may be made verbally or in writing or be treated to have
been made through long user of the property, for the abovementioned purposes,
hi his book "Muhammadan Jurisprudence”, Abdur Rahim writes:--

'The creation of a Wakf does not require the use of any particular
words, but the intention to settle the property in perpetuity must be
made clear whether by the use of the word wakf or otherwise. If a wakf
is in the shape of an institution for public use, such as a mosque, a rest-
house for travellers, a burial ground and the like, some act 'is necessary
by which dedication to public use may be inferred. * (Page 308)

H
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In his book -Muhammadan Law", Syed Ameer Ali writes:—

-When the structure does not bear the shape of a mosque or when there

uTettoe of a declaration on the par. of Wak.f that he haa

instituted a building into a Masjid and the evidence of dedtcat on

Eds on the performance of prayers within some lawyers have

held such prayers should be with Azan and tonal....As the puniose o

. Zsnue is dial people should pray there ipamaat, it is required that

where there is no express dedication, prayer should have been 0 ere

there with Azan and Ikamat." (V.I, p.395)

In his book, "Principles of Muhammadan Law" Sir D.F. Mulla

" If land has been used from time immemorial for a religious purpose,

for a mosque or a burial ground or for the maintenance of a

mosque then the land is by user Wakf although there is no evidence of

an express dedication.

*

(Sec. 178, Pakistan Edition, (1987), page 243).

32. The above view finds support from the judgment in the case of "Umar

Jin and others v. Mst. Aishan and others (A.LR.
°nr rtv for

Jivision Bench of the Lahore High Court held that dedication of a property for

eligious purposes can be implied and need not be express (t ougi

'ourt found that the only property declared to be set aside tor the up P

hrine was land revenue and not the land itself)- In Rashid-u - au a

961 W.P. Lahore 993), a Division Bench of this Court held:

"It is hardly open to question that if any property has been used as

Wakf property from times immemorial, a Court of law wou

justified in drawing an inference that a valid Waqf had been created.

When a Court draws this inference, it is acting in complete accord

the law because section 3 of the Evidence Act makes it clear that for the

purposes of Courts fact can be said to be proved if on the material

before the Court a reasonable person would believe that fact exists.

Therefore, the dedication of the property whether made expressly or

mpliedly or by long user, extinguishes the title of the original owner. In the

ase of "Miru and others v. Ram Copal" (1935 All. i269)
;.

a H

'amindar filed a suit for permanent injunction to restrain the Muslims fro

aising Pacca structure at the disputed place where a Katcha platform was used

hr offering prayers. The trial Court held that no Katcha mosque existed at

Pot but the said finding was reversed in first appeal. The Appellate Court

hat the property/house was used as a place of worship by Mussulmans of the

'illage for more than 30 years and that various constructions had been made o

idapt the house to a mosque during -the time it was a Katcha mosque. e

if! n
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Appellate Court reversed the judgment and decree of the trial Court. The matter

i up before, the High Court in the second appeal which was allowed^

Thereafter, the case went before a Division Bench in Letters Patent Appeal and

the appeal was allowed. The Court held that the consent of Zamindar to the use

of a building as a mosque is sufficient to convert it into Wakf. In is separa e

note, Sulaiman C.J. added that:

—

"But where a building has stood on a piece of land for a long time and

the worship has been performed in that building, then it would be a

matter of inference for the Court which is the judge of facts, as to

whether the right has been exercised in that building f°r such a

sufficiently long time as to justify the presumption that the building

itself had been allowed to be consecrated for the purpose of such rights

being performed. Where there is a mosque or a temple, which has been

in existence for a long time and the terms of the original grant of the

land cannot now be ascertained, there would be a fair presumption jhat

the sites on which mosques or temples stand are dedicated property.

In the case of Munshi Abdul Rahim Khan and others v. Fakir

Muhammad Shah and another (A.I.R. (33) 1946 Nagpur 401) the question of

creation of Wakf by long user was considered. It was held:

"In a case of this nature where ancient history is not available a decision

wilt have to be based on such evidence as can be gathered from how the

public regarded this property, its environment and the conduct of the

parties.

In (he case of Hafiz Mustafa Khan and 9 others v. Haji Bundoo Khan

(PLD 1993 Karachi 805), it was held:—

"Once a building is set apart as mosque and. prayers are offered therein,

the mosque itself beeomes a Wakf by user under the

Law. In such eases, the property in Wakf vesls in Allah and nobody can

claim ownership of that property. I

In the case of Haji Muhammad Siddiquc and others^v . The Chief

Administrator of Auqaf, Punjab, Lahore 1993 MLD 1612 it was held.—

-if a particular place has been used over a considerable length of

period, for religious or charitable purposes it would come to assume the

character of a Wakf property.

In the present case, the disputed site was continuously used f«r offering

daily prayers md Juma prayers from times immemorial and became lawfu

mosque even before the partition of the sub-contment.

33. After partition a general policy was laid down to constrect mosques ai

the premises of District Courts. In this connection. Letter No. l82-R dated
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21 1-1953 from the office of the Financial Commissioner, Punjab was sent to all

D-nuty Commissioners in the Punjab except Deputy Commissioners Sialkot,

Sheikhupura, Gujrat, Shahpur, Attock, Montgomery (Sahiwai) and Multan,

which stated that the Government had decided to provide l,p/4th share of the

total cost for construction of mosques in the premises of such public offices as

were visited by a large number of persons and the remaining 3/4th was to be

i arranged by the promoters. Hence, different sums of money were placed at^ the

disposal of the concerned Deputy Commissioners under the Head 57-

Miscellaneous-F-Construction of Mosques in the compounds attached to

Government buildings." It was further stated in the letter that the construction

work should be completed by the end of February, 1953. In pursuance of the

above letter Deputy Commissioner, Lahore wrote Letter No.2C/X-II-620/2245

dated 10-2-1953 to the President, District Courts Mosque Managing Committee,

Lahore, the SDO, Kasur and the Tehsildar, Kasur/Chunian stating therein that

the Government had decided to pay l/4th of the estimated cost of "repairs" to

the mosques situated in the Kutchery compounds. It appears that in the body ot

the letter the word "repairs" was mistakenly used instead of construction because

till then the mosque had not been built, hence the question of its repairs did not

arise. The subject cited in the letter clearly mentioned "allotment of funds lor

]
construction of mosques in the premises of the Kutchery Compounds". It was

mentioned in the letter that the total amount of estimated expenditure for the

mosque at the District Courts, Lahore was Rs.10,078 out of which the

Government had sanctioned grant of Rs.2,519/8 and the remaining amount of

Rs,7,558/8 "was to be contributed by the promoters. With reference to- the above

letter, the President, District Courts Mosques Managing Committee wrote to the

Deputy Commissioner, Lahore that a meeting of the Managing Committee was

convened and it was decided to raise subscriptions for the proposed construction

of the mosque. It was requested that the time for construction work was short,

hence, the date for disbursement of the amount may be extended. It was further

requested that the sanctioned amount may be withdrawn and placed with the

District Nazir so that it may not lapse. Thereafter, the Governor of Punjab laid

down a detailed general policy for construction of mosques in the compounds

attached to Government buildings. It was embodied in Letter No.282-54/776-R

dated 7-4-1954 which reads as under:—

"In supersession of the previous orders in this subject, the Governor of

the Punjab is pleased to order that no mosque should be allowed to be

constructed in the premises of Government buildings without the

express sanction of Government. Government will consider the grant of

sanction only if

—

(a) it is proposed to construct the mosque in such premises of Government

buildings as are visited by a large number of persons and there !

is no

mosque in the immediate vicinity which can conveniently be used for

offering prayers; arid
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. tri ahide by the following

W the sponsors of the mosque undertake to

conditions:—

(i) The mosque will not be named after any sect or person,

J The mosque will be open to Muslims of ,1 sects' for saymg them

(iii) The Managing Committee ol^the
and agree to the

or the Head of Department as ns
members 0f the

(iv) The designs.of the ^sD^p^ment! Sings and Roads

rr:
Sd .nrtbe'too btgbut should only provide for the genume necesstty

,

j- the land will not be varied even after the

(v) The entries regarding the

construction of mosque.

(2) The above ^i^” ^^^Qf^ovemn^nt Employees and there

(3)

CO

moSque snau

q , has also been decided to give

In addition to the provision of free lan^,^^^
of which has been

financial aid for the mosq
^ of Rs .

15,000 each or one-

"tS "ted° "st Of construction, whichever is less

® The remaining »hich wi" bC

Bank in the account of the wianag £

by ,he President; and

to ar,ange for the upkeep and

(iii) G”1 wi" n0‘ ac“pt

responsibility for any further expenditure^
. ^ *

m „ is requested that these mstmctrons m y

( >

forwarding proposals to Government.

nut that the Government had agreed to p

in ,1,s
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attached to Government buildings. In pursuance of the above policy, the Deputy

Commissioner, Lahore wrote letter dated 2-1-1956 to the Executive Engineer,

pWD,, Lahore to inspect the site of the mosque and give his advice in the

matter. The relevant part of the letter is reproduced below:—

'2. There is already a platform in the premises of the District Courts,

Lahore where prayers are being offered since several years before

partition. The officials of this office have now formed a Managing

Committee for the construction of a mosque there. Before Government

can be moved in the matter I would request you to please inspect the

site and give your advice in the matter."

The Executive Engineer gave the following advice vide his Letter

No. 170-M, dated 26-1 -1956:

—

"The praying platform is quite aloof from the rest of the buildings

towards Central Training College Road. If the Managing Committee

feels the necessity of a permanent structure, 1 do not think there is any

objection to it if the construction is subject to approved design.

The members of the staff from the office of the Deputy Commissioner,

Lahore formed an Association with the Deputy Commissioner, Lahore as its

Chairman and opened an account in the Habib Bank Limited, Lahore. The

Government authorised the official members of the Managing Committee to

collect subscriptions and donations from officials and organisations vide Letter

NO.L&F-6/4-56 dated 16-7-1956. Thus the Government agreed to the

construction of a mosque at the District Courts premises and allocated grant to

the extent of 1 /4th. of the total cost of construction. It is noteworthy that the

Government had decided to give free land and financial aid for mosques,

construction of which had been sanctioned by Government (Para. 3, Policy

Letter No.282-54/776-R, dated 7-4-1954. The Managing Committee obtained

sanction of plan for construction of the mosque from the Lahore Corporation.

Thereafter the construction work was started some time during the year 1961 . At

one stage the Secretary, Mosque Committee wrote letter dated 15-2-1961 stating

therein that construction of the mosque was going on with sanction of the

Government. It was further stated that there were some trees in the compound of

the mosque and permission was sought to cut the trees and sell them through

public auction. The construction of the mosque was completed within the short

period and the mosque was utilised by the members of the staff, the Advocates,

the litigants and the general public for offering five times prayers, the weekly

luma prayers and the Eid prayers.

34. The above-narrated facts establish beyond aiiy shadow of doubt that the

Provincial Government had consciously allowed the site to be used as a mosque

for an indefinite period and it was actually used as a mosque for offering five

times daily prayer long before the partition of' the sub-continent of Indo-

L
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Hun. Hence the site became a Sharee mosque even before the partition

After partition, the Government announced its policy to allocate or dedicate

bid for mosques free of cost, contributed funds partly and called upon Muslims

toconiribute^ the remaining funds for construction of a Pacca mosque. The

Muslims acted upon the policy/representation made by the Gov™n*’

contributed the remaining 3/4th amount of the cost of construction and a Pacca

mosque was constructed with the consent and active assistance of the

Government. It is astonishing that now the Government bas come forward wtth a

false and inconsistent plea that no Sharee mosque existed at thtrsite. In t

comments submitted by the Deputy Commissioner, respondent No.2, on the one

^“asserted L permission of the Government was not granted or

construction of a mosque and on the other hand, stated that ^
“tty of the

site where prayers were offered would be maintained (paras. 2 and 9 of the

parawise comments). In para. 6 of the report, n has been state

"The site of the demolished mosque shall not be converted for any other

use including fountain, office building, car-parking or any other

purpose. The place would be dearly demarcated and would be

decorated with grass, flowers and plants in order to mamtam_its

sacrosanct nature .

IMS clearly indicates awareness on the part of the Government that the

she had become

3

a ^Sharee mosque and for ,ha. reason sanen.y had m e

maintained. Generally, Government is satdto be . ftir I ngm 1 °™al

acts are presumed to have been properly done unless the cam«
However, experience in the present ease as well as m a toge numbe' ° cases

oertainina to political detention and compulsory acquisition of land has shownS of fairness has been taken off by the Government. Keeping 'n view

the said unfortunate state of affairs coupled with, the gradual deeltne m th

standard of integrify and hones.y of Government of« c,

f ' fX ° am mhave
now be loath to act upon the old presumption of mating« “

been nroperlv done. In the present case, the Government not only raised a false

and meonsist'en. plea but also suppressed the relevant comspor
XTssion

allocation of free land, sanction of funds by -the Govern™

1

was comEd
eranted to Muslims to construct a Pacca mosque. The mosq * P

somewhere in the year 1961 and five times daily prayers. Junta prayers and bid

prayers were regularly offered there. The Provincial Government and the Depu y

5SZZLI office was situated a. a short"SS
never objected to the construction of the Pacca mosque or use of the premises a

a mosque The mosque was demolished suddenly in a secret and sur^P“tl®

manner on 6-10-1992 despite solemn assurances given to various delegations

the mosque will not be demolished. For face saving, after demolishing the

mosque the Government obtained Fatawa from a few religious scholars without

disclosing all the relevant facts particularly those

and contribution of funds by the Government to construct the mosque. During
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the pendency of the writ petition, I gave an opportunity to the Provincial

Government and the Deputy Commissioner, Lahore to decide whether they were

ready to reconstruct the mosque at the original site. The Deputy Commissioner

personally appeared in the Court and stated that in his view the new site was

more suitable for the mosque. On behalf of the Provincial Government, the

learned A A.-G. stated (after obtaining instruction from the then Chief Minister,

Punjab) that the Government was only waiting for the decision of this Court and

would comply with the same. Thus, it became apparent that the respondents

were not willing to reconstruct the mosque at the old site. Although, the conduct

of the respondents was not fair, the learned A. A.-G. who appeared on their

behalf argued the case in a fair and straight-forward manner. He did not deny tie

correctness of the above-referred official correspondence including letters

regarding allocation of free land and contribution of funds by the Government

He also frankly admitted that in the comments submitted on behalf of respondent

No. 2 it was wrongly mentioned that the new design of the mosque was got

prepared from the well-known architect Nayyar Ali Dada. He stated that no such

design or sanctioned map existed on the record. This also dem.mst rates t ie

unfair conduct of respondent No.2. Mr. Nasir Ahmad Ghaz., Advocate (who

appeared as an amicus curiae) had rightly urged that the mosque was constructed

with the express approval of the Government for which it had partly contributed

funds, hence the Government was estopped by its own conduct to change its

stand and assert that no Sharee mosque existed at the. spot, particularly after the

lapse of more than 50 years during which the building of the mosque remained

in existence,

35. It is settled law that on creation of a Wakf, the property immediately

and irrevocably vests in Almighty Allah and cannot be put to any use other than

the one for which the Wakf was created. The authority for the above view is the

well-known tradition of the Holy prophet (s.a.w.s) narrated by Ibn-e-Umar. He

said:

—

"In the lifetime of Allah's Apostle (s.a.w.s.) Umar gave in charity some

of his property, a garden of date-palms called Thamgh. ymar said,

'O Allah's Apostle I have some property which I prize highly and I

want to give it in charity'. The Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said, Give it in

charity (i.e. as an endowment) with its land and trees on the condition

that the land and trees will neither be sold nor given as a present, nor

bequeathed or inherited, but the fruits are to be spent in chanty.’ So

'Umar' gave it in charity, and it was for Allah’s cause, the

emancipation of slaves, for the poor, for guests, for travellers, and for

kinsmen,"

(English translation of Sahih Al-Bukhari by Dr. Muhammad Muhsm

Khan, Islamic University, Al-Medina Al-MUnawwara, Tradition

No. 26, Chapter 23, Vol.IV, page 22).
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(Tradition No.2792, Chapter 28, Bab-ul-Wakf, Vol.V, Fathul Bari,

page 399).

In Fathul Bari (commentary of Sahi Bukhari) Ibn-e-Hajar quotes the

following additional words occurring in the narrations of the same tradition by

Daarkutni:— .
/

. Meaning thereby that the land would remain dedicated as Wakf till the existence

of heavens and the earth.

36 The principle embodied in the abovereferred tradition of the
,^°

ly

Prophet (s.a.w.s.) is equally applicable to a mosque. It is said m Am-ul-

Hidaya" (Vol.2, page 655):—

It means that once a person converts his land into a mosque he can.no.longer

revoke the Wakf. Thereafter the land can neither be sold- nor inherited, the

Hanifa Jurists concur with this principle. The "=7” is ,ha
' f

from rights of persons and becomes exclusively dedicated for Allah. I

elucidated that every thing belongs to Allah and show a person given up the

»™ >° him by Allah then the title revert, to the

original owner and ownership of the person qua it is lost.

^J fib Jl fl

b

ft'

U

l
1

“f-&* if,J
^

(Fatawa Alamgiri, Vol.IV, Kitab-ul-Wakf, Chap.2, P.61).

(After making Wakf of the property, the ownership is extinguished according to

both (Imam Muhammad and Imam Abu Yousuf). Accor mg to ™am

Yousuf the ownership of the Wakif is extinguished with the verbal declaration

(of Wakf) The same is the opinion of the three Imams (Imam Shafai Imam

Mal^d Z: Muhammad,' and most of other
.

reiigions schcdam who are
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.. the position in "Fathul Qadeer and m

5£‘
ar

°"W-'l-eSl * - ta»k Qate" m“K “

V^-wv*** **

*

^ v ^ *££ cT*

^ naee 234 published by Musta Al-

(Commentary Fathul Qadeer, Vol. . P S

Babi Wal-Halabi, Second Edition— 1970, Egyp )

. f„ Allah and no one else has any title in it.

It means that a mosque is purely f0T
_ a jt is common knowledge

Allah said that undoubtedly mosques beio
g

of (his addition is to particularise

that every thing belongs to Allah but the J

^ ^ mher qua mosques are

mosques and to make it clear that

extinguished." He further writes:—

j£ ju- ai vs .ls * „*^ .*» <-«*J<-* ** 3-

, , | f. oaee 235 published by Musta Al-

Commentary Fathul-Qadeer, Vol-6. page

Babi Wal-Halbl, Second Edition— 1970, Egyp

t , Iand into a mosque then he cannot revoke

It means that if a person converts hi

inherited because rights of individual

(the Wakf). The mosque cannot be sola o
js because everything really Q

are extinguished and it vests purely i

ns whateVer rights he had (in the

belongs to Allah and when a perso
.

, Alkasani in his book "Bada-e-

land), it reverts to the original owner 0-

us-Sanaai" writes as under:

AU
’ .. Tmam Muhammad and Imam Abu Yousuf)

"They (Imam Abu Hamfa lmam
his house or land into a

concur that a person can ^^ of his ownership."

mosque and thereafter the pr°P

, * i_j AT qaccd C0-i ICarachi}*

Vol. 6 page 219, published by H.M.

,
. t *hii Hanifa and Muhammad the passage of the

However,, according to Abu
of prayer is a condition

. mosque has to be separately provided J^ is done the Wakif can,. revoke

• precedent to completion of Wakf. a
Yousuf the property goes out of

Wakf and re-assert his title. Accord]
g declaration that he has made it a

the ownership of a person with hi
view ^ re.assen his own title,

mosque. Thereafter he cannot change
bQok "Al-Fiqah-ut-Islami-Wa-

, Allama Wahaba-tul-Zuhaili in his well
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i*,, (Vol.8, page .72), refers to Egypt's Law No.48 pertaining to the year

1946 and expresses the view:

, nf Wakf for mosque it is not permissible for the owner

.

wakf or’to do the same in respect of any thing

else dedicated for the mosque."

He further referred to the books known as "Muhazzab", ALMughru,
H

j -ic mc to clarify the views of Imam Shafee in respect of an

Ai-Shafee ahd ftta'la CK. to fr
abmdoIled by ^ people . He said that

Sts Shf
e the owners^rjSW- «-

C*I"“Addm^0L8 ,
page 224),. In this connection, Sayyed

Amir Ali opines as under: .

“ he

had no intention of creating a valid W akf.

Muhammadan Law Vol.l, p.232)

Baillie in his "Digest of Muhammadan Law", page 616 writes:-

When a man has an lSsS * Tfoi
and has directed a down

d [bc perrrL isaiQn were given

prayers the space bee
Absolute terms, intending that it

and the property » h,^ at h.s

a Masiid; and on his death, i, would

* be the property of his heirs *

The permission granted by the owner

Government, expressly or impli y.
t by Muslims generally for

indefinitely and thereafter
create valid Wakf

the said purpose withom tuty o je
y^ ,

(^ a mosque it is not necessary

and extinguish title of the owner.
. h constructed thereon, It is

that a particular, type of building,^ ome or

^ ^ dedicated by long user which

the site dedicated ^^que or^^
Nq 2 _

page 313 {by Muhammad

M™uLHa<Ansari, complied by Abdul Malik -Irfani) a similar question was

answered in the following words.—
^

/ if . .
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Hence, as a result of permanent dedication of land for mosque, the site

becomes a mosque.

37 Now' I may advert to three important questions, firstly, whether the site

of a mosque can be shifted from one place to another, secondly whether the site

I
fl ôsqUe can be abandoned, alienated or put to any other use mid thirdly

whether under certain circumstances a mosque or a building called or built like a

’ mosque can be demolished?

*

38 Coming to the first question, it may be said in the very outset that the

concept of shifting the site of a mosque is not recognised in the Islamic law and

Jurisprudence. It is a time honoured principle of the Islamic Law that onoj^srte

lawfully becomes a mosque then it always remains a mosque. The Holy Kaaba,

Zte-S Masjid Al-Aqsa, Masjid-e-Quba and all Cher

.herever situated have to remain at their original sites fill

ohmTi^s )

the Iniunctions of the Holy Qur'an and traditions of the Holy Prophet (s.a.s •S-h

mosques belong to Allah, must be properly maintained, permanently preser^d

and fully respected as being symbols of Allah. Even if a mosque a^poibcf

deserted' or demolished for any cause or wrongly put to any use ^htr than

worship of Allah, still it remains a mosque. At one time, the tn

,

had spoiled the Holy Kaaba by idol worship and their _ipobte

1

moving around the Kaaba during Tawaf. However, that did not detract the

Kaaba from its character as the Holy House of Allah.
.

"'e
'

d
expressed the view that Abu Yousuf and majority of the scholar had formulated

their arguments with reference to the position of the Holy Ka

consensus of opinion that its site could never cease to be a mosque or shifted

from the city. The relevant quotation reads as under:—

(Fathul Qadeer by Ibn-e-Hamam, Vol. 6
,
page 237).

39 As mentioned in' para. 20 above, after migration to Madina, the Holy

Prophet (s.a.w.i.) first got a mosque built at

tte Holy K^ba
Madina (Masiid-e-Nabvi). At that time, the city of Makkah and the }

were in pupation of infidels - .he powerful enemies of Islam

^

it by idol worship. Had shifting of the site been perm.ss.bie I.hen that .as die

most expedient time ,0 relocate

this was not done or even thought of. The Holy Propnet ts a /

companions, despite grave apprehensions of harm at ^ ^““’
travelled towards Makkah for performing Umra. is

, cnuld not be
Prophet (s.a.w.s.) also established that the site of the

,

H°ly

j

™
T (auoted

shifted. Moreover, according to the tradition narrate
y be so)d

above) the land forming subject-matter of an ordinary a

Min
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IL or inherited because after creation of Wakf the title of the owner is

fished and the property vests in Almighty Allah. Hazrat Unwr-bin Alaas

Yaa) had also dedicated his property in the name of Allah and made a will

f
r ' '

'

. t h„ ,0 i,j gifted or inherited and that no body had any authority to

jriou, £y^e “rein Id .ha, it had to be maintained as such for ever

force. Mosques beioug to Almighty Allah

exdustely and cannot be sold, gifted, mortgaged, exchanged or nhentedand

have to be permanently maintained, protected and preserved at the original stmx

me demem of permanence preserves the spirit of sanctity of mosque^ The

”opert^hrouglTsale^ exchange
,
gffi orMeS” only”the t^s ‘.ransfarrf

^U;

St

There ^ considerable weight in the argument raised by the learned counsel

S3S£S3SSS5psS;
ssax“S.SSsssj'sss

the Newsweek Magazine of May 26, 1991 regam
'

,

fe
. . ...

rnilb , ished in the

demolish another three thousand mosques situated mlind a. f^l.she

Hailv "The News" International, Lahore, dated 442-1995). me

calni “he Sing politicians of Pakistan about the rising storm of Hindu

fanaticism across the border.

40 The second question whether the sue of a mosque can beabandon^,

alienated or put to any other use is intimately linked with the first one The

necessary corollary of the principle,W mosque^ J
the site of a mosque remains Wakf perpetua

y The

abandoned, alienated or pu, to. any ^™“lm' h*Tfh®'V™
abandonment of a mosque is strongly conde y

ue ,s demoi ished or

No.2/114 quoted m para, 23, pags 35
,ion or for any other

becomes deserted due to s
g ba/ t0 be preserved as per the

cause it imam a

^ ^traditions of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.).

injunctions of
^ spoiled and demolished mosque located in a

including me cui.iv.iors had shifted
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^ Malik, and Imam Shafee. The relevan. pan Horn hi, book read, as

under:

—

jau j
„ ; J r,C dJW

J Jj* >* J^ J

(Fathul-Qadeer by Ibne-e-Hamam, Vol.6, page 236).

hv Imam jaffar Sadiq that a mosque t

A similar view was expres.
y sold even jf jt was spoiled

differed from other Wakf properttes an co
there; that the place w

and the population of the area or the cny h
j J

»e m ended^ ils title

would remain in mosque because “owne^p^^ page ?? by

vested in Almighty Allah (Fiq 'u

Beirut ifl 1966) jn this connection, I

Muhammad Jawwad Mughma pubh B
well-known Muslim

may refer to the juristic opinions and Fatawa

Jurists, Scholars and Muftis:

4, The book "Ahkam-e-Sharia," ,
Pt.II, page -226 contain, .he folloav.ng

JLm .“a Haarat Maulana Ahmad I» Khan Brelvi.

2-.V

He answered it in the following words:-

LvWf-r'f'7
*'*' * -

.V>WC*A»'

' The following ,uestion wa, pu. ,o Mauiana Raahid Ahmad Gangohi

about a very small and abandoned mosque.

It
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K
His answer was as follows:—

W—— '”£££*££—fulfil
Ahl-e-Hadees Sehool of bought, in

the following words:

i -1

In Majmua Al-Fa,awa by Maulana Abdul ^OJ"***;
question about a deserted mosque and use of ns Malba for const™

another mosque was answered in the following wor s +

***/« J~
i

in Ahsan-ul-Fatawa, Mufti Rashid Ahmad —“.vi=cl a

exeluding a part of the land from a big mosque for construct.on

Imam Masjid in the following words:—

gain, the following question was put to Abdhl Khair Muhammad Noorullah

aeemi:-
^ ,

\
{

fr

ji

He answered it as follows:— .

• ay „ S/ ^̂
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*

\31j"Vol I C-r

i have referred to the relevant parts of the reply omitting the reasons conta.ned

therein,

42 Leaving aside the juristic opinions and Fatawa of a number of other

Muslim jurists and religious scholars, I may briefly refer to the controversy

which had arisen during the pre-partition days in respect «f a™s

J
e ™

Machhli Bazar, Kanpur. A part of the mosque was excluded from it because

some of the trustees had agreed to surrender it to the ^vemmem and

Municipal Committee took over its possessions and tried to utilise it

construction of a road. This move was resisted by' the' Mus^te
T At tLat

ensuing incidents some Muslims were martyred and others

time, one religious scholar Abdul Bari who was keen to avoid further ki img of

Muslims and wanted settlement with the Government expressedI tte
1

^

for the time being none of the parties be held entitled to get the land and that the

same be allowed to remain in possession of the Municipal^
^

^.ch shaU

ultimately decide the question of entitlement in accordance with the pnnapUso

-Islamic Law. This reconciliation formula was severely encasei y

p,,, Rrelvi in his famous booklet known as

, v <A He expressed the view that the

part of the mosque could not be put to any other use and that

mosque for all times to come. He added that it was ‘

scholar to agree that for the time being the land be not treated as Muslim Wakf.

He firmly expressed the view:—

&*tf% * C/'~t -‘r(t*f*f'f**

43 Recently on '"l 3th of Rabi-us-Sani. 1403 Hijri, a
.

question

regarding demolition of mosques built on State land without permiss.on of
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Government was answered by Mufti Walt Hassan Tonki. He expressed the

view:

—

jg

Cv-6

*

sy*!?*4r

He further stated that:

—

S\ji <S^f ji 1 Jv
,J

wij iftC-\$/u$ f|

The view expressed by him was approved by 148 religious scholars from the

Provinces of Sindh, Punjab and Baluchistan and 25 scholars of Azad Jammu and

Kashmir.

44. Thus the Injunctions of the Holy Qur'an, Sunnah of the Holy Prophet

(s.a.w.s.), as interpreted by Muslim Jurists firmly establish the principle that

]
once a mosque always a mosque; that site of a mosque can never be shifted or

I abandoned or put to any other private or public use.

45. The answer to the third question: whether a mosque or a building called

or built as a mosque, can be demolished, is in the affirmative* The circumstances

or reasons justifying demolition of a mosque of a building called mosque, are

enumerated below:—

(i) OLD OR DANGEROUS STRUCTURE :

If the building of a mosque becomes very old and dangerous or has to

be redesigned to convert it into a multi-storeyed mosque in order to

accommodate more persons, it may be pulled down for the purposes of

construction at the same site.

1 (ii) EXTENSION OF THE MOSQUE :

If the number of Namazis increases with the passage of time and there is

genuine necessity of expanding the mosque, it may be demolished

partly or wholly for extension, in accordance with the law of

Sharia.

(iii) AMALGAMATION OF MOSQUES :

t

If two or more mosques are located nearby, the same can be

amalgamated for construction of a bigger or Jamia mosque provided

that land/property lying in between the pre-existing mosques is also
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permanently dedicated in the name
^L^td'an ate

Iama*e-mosque in that locality,

m ipTNG WAR TIME :

A tes,ue may be

war or the exigencies
, ^ si;e wm remain a mosque and

"rtef Xwar Muslims will he duty hound .0 reconstruct

it at the same site-

(v) MASJID-E-ZARBM-

"d.“rr oTthe Holy Qur'an is reproduced

below:

—

^ aU, b «i *>'^^^
\A^ Ms^**»*!**& *.^ J *“

'

(108, 107

It means:—

SS"SSS§S|b.=
s-rs -* ~

~

"....(108).

Simultaneously the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.)

stand for prayers in the mosqne founded on T q a or
,ht

mingled with love and revetenee for him. At that ttm .
such a ,

one built at Quba, though the command of Allah is general
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interpreted by Muslim Jurists and Commentators of the Holy Qur'an to be

applicable to all mosques. The said command reads as under:—

(108 CJ '

It means:

-

"There is a mosque whose foundation was laid from the first day On

piety it is more worthy for thy standing forth (for prayer) Therein. In

it are men who Love to be purified; and Allah Loveth those who make

themselves pure,"

These two commands of Almighty Allah read together leave no manner of doubt

that a building though called a mosque or looking like a mosque, if meant to

cause harm to Muslim Umma, promote infidelity divide Muslims or use it as a

place for waging'war against Allah, the Holy Prophet (s a.w.s.) or His

followers, then it is not a Sharaee mosque and deserves to be razed to the

ground Hence, if a non-Muslim builds a structure like a mosque, announces the

'

call for prayers through Azaan, prayers are led by a non-Muslim Imam though

having Muslim trappings, it would be an obvious deception and prayers offered

behind such a non-Muslim Imam would go waste. This would be the worst kind

of Zarrar to Muslims as in the above situation, they would be failing m

performance of their prime obligation of offering prayers in congregation as

ordained by Almighty Allah and the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) To avoid such a

situation, persons belonging to Qadiani or Lahori Groups (w o ca t emse wes

Ahmadis) have been prohibited from reciting Azaan used by Muslims or calling

their place of worship as a Masjid. If they do r» they can be punished Under

section 298-B oftheP.P.C.

46. In this connection, another command of Allah is relevant which is

reproduced below:—

Jidjl >Sdb f+jn > M^^ olSL

(]7 Cui ’ p*

it means:—

"It is not for such As join gods with Allah, To maintain The mosques

of Allah while they witness against their own souls, To infidelity. e

works of such bear no fruit: In Fire shall they dwell.

This command clearly prohibits non-Muslims from establishing or

maintaining a mosque because due to their Kufr or .nf.dd.ty their ae s

go waste and bear no fruit and they are destined to dwell in hell

eternally After the above-referred commands of Almighty Allah the

Hnlv Proohet (s.a.w.s.) ordered that Masjid-e-Zarrar be pulled down
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^used in future as a filth depot.

W jmm ARY 0R
. 11 m hp u^ed bv the owner for offering

If a piece of land .s **<*«_*
to even if some structure is

prayers temporarily or Pr°^ as soon as the owner withdraws the

zXSZZ£S SS:

..&zxms=sr? *-«

—

the properties into mosques*

(vii) IJN AUTHORISED CONSTRUCTION:

mosque and deprive him %,
^vtinouished bv the long user

rr^£“°^er«ar j -
circumstances of each case.

47. Apart from the above-referred ^vepjituamns,
Qr

iemolished, abandoned, changed, s i e
, rnmclex societies, growth and

public purpose. It is often sa.d that m the mo em
of a

development of new cities and towns
contnicting r0ads,

mosque and utilisation th® S1

„ ^ jhe

g
principie "once a mosque, always a

streets, bridges; or airports eic He
’ ^

P
The argument though apparently

mosque" should not be rigidly PP
_ . nation a choice has to be

Pfivc is essentially miseonee yeth " — Nation of the

made between two options first,
.

direction or location of

commands of Almighty Allah and second . change me^ ^ o{

the Railway lines, roads etc. The answer t ^ never be violated.

Allah - the true and supreme law the counry^
^ ^ usg other

Therefore, a mosque cannot be *»««
• ^ di4tion of a Railway

than worship of Allah as ordained

^
'

J£ not difficujt either because the

line, road or a street has to be changed.
mnvenientlv find out

expens in the field of town planning and engineering

'

-S
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„ to protect the pre-existing mosques. It is said,

alternative ways and means so as to pr^^ demonstrated in the pre-partition

-If there is a will, there is a y *
... wben lay-outs of Railway lines,

days in the sub-continent of In^“ d so Jto keep the old mosques

: xoads, streets and^^^Svenin respect of places of worship

:

; intact. Generally, this care has
Hindus and Sikhs etc. as implied

nf other communities like Christians, jc ,

V«se No.40 of Sura Al-Haj. It reads as follows.-

Wtr.
:

:

(40^
/ It means:--

:Did not Allah check - “'"w’?
r;4

d

ogu“s

re'V
aod

1V

mosqo=s, ™ which the name of Allah »

commemorated,

"

In this Verse Allah has referred m his properties of

of forcibly utilised for
cm„ot be sold, gifted or inhen.ed

mosque belonging to Along
y U1 b c i,izens for any purpose oth

- * °f,“d8OT“' He

Said^'
, -1 IS A., ain alii J- Jj--> o' Oi ****

Umar Bin Nafee, narrared from

stated that if a person forcibly usurp P
of j

udgement . The simile of seven

put around his neck seven * * *
d ^nbearable burden of punishment,

earths was used ffi indicate the heavtes

command of

48. Keeping in view the
Muslim Caliphs used to take

Allah and tradition of the Ho y P
should not be demolished or usurp© .

care that non-Muslims places
following instructions to Muslim army,

rr:-..
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(quoted from the hook 'The Muslim P"*” «.*?LSJZ
Muhammad Hamidullah, 7th Revised Edition, page 651, published by

Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, Lahore).

, i na it ul-Maodas was conquerred during the reign of the Second

UmaiTam), he a,Led the following eoncessions to

Christians:

"
_jf ^ Lift£ ^u»i 4^ J-

(quoted fiom the hook Mazaahib-e-Aalam by Ahmad Abdullah Almasdusi

Maktaba-e-Khuddam-e-M that ,
Karachi, page 423)

ouu ,0 the geueious— of -he C
f

ph Umarfr

might°become a precedent and prompt Muslims to convert the church into a

mosque.

'

49 The solitary ease regarding the alleged shifting of the mosque situated

at Kuia during thfcaliphate of Haerat Umar (r.a.a) has been cited by Malik

™rr t
Wana „ ,r 3 2a the then Governor of Kufa, who reported the matter to tne

inflicted on the thief as he had a share in .he

te SLnTuSugh'lwo taportM sources;

this incident is narrated at pages 44 to
. Fatawa Sheikh-ul-Islam

ul Islam Ibn-e-Taimia is contained in the book Majmoo Fatawa Menui m m*

tlS Vol.XXXI, pages 215, 216 and 222 The same narration has been

given by Ibn-e-Quddama in his book called Almughm .
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conclusions therefrom. Since. Ibn-e-Taimia enjoys high status as a Muslim

Jurist I will discuss and analyse his narration firs .

51 T„e Chain of narrators given by Imam Ibn-e-Taimia is as follows:-

It means:---

11

-bZ *

was narrated by Al-Masoodi through Al-Qastm.
.

p. :

Ihthis ohain, a. .east "on w“ho

YaZeed Bln Hatoon cannot be relie 0P°n
’ Bait-ul-Maal at Kufa and

had first-hand knowledge about he me
of lh0 Caliph were

the subsequent action taken m the
Governor of Kufa and Hazrat

Hazra. Saad Bin Abi Waqa.
Al-Q.si.n the firs.

Abdullah Bin Masud (r.a.a.),
n . j a a ) He has not given his

narrator is the grandson of Abdull

jJ ^ orders /assed by

source of information regarding the said met en

^^ ^ w whether Al-

Hazrat Umar (r.a.a.) in idatum the
.

. mdfather Hazrat Abdullah

Qasim could have possibly learnt abo
Ab

g
dur Rehman . The answer is

Bin Masud (r.a.a.) or even from
Al-Oasim) was only six years old

in the negative. Abdur Rehman
passed away in 32/33

when his father H^.^
b“

r had no occasion to hear any tradition

Hijra. Being a small chi
-

savings of His Companions from his father

of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) or say
g 215-216). Since Abdur

(Tahzeeb-ut-Tahzeeb by Ibn-e-Hajar ? ^ convey ^ything to

Rehman had not heard anything from his fa

^ lf suffered fr0m the

his son -Al-Qasim. Even
or the person from

defect of Tadlees, i.e. suppression
. Tadlees is close to deception and

whom he had actually heard some n
'

by rbn-e-Hajar, page 63,

makes a narrator unreha e
no occasion to meet any

published in Cairo in 1986). Again A V?
Sumra bm he used t0

;

companion of the Holy
coming from Ibn-e-Umar.

narrate two traditions of the H 3' P
veracity of narrators considered Al-

Hence, the experts ‘Vj^'^'^Xeeb, Vol. 8, page 321). Even Imam

Qasim to be a Muddallis (Tahz
narrations of Al-Qasim many are

Ahmad Bin Hambal said that VoU, page 205).

: unreliable which merit
therntteTof Nisaab pertaining to theft

'

'Abdullah Bin Masud had died. On a parity of
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.easoning the Sbof theft is rejected.

1 52

1

The next narrator is be is treated as

Abdullah son of Utba son of Abdullah
ofhis life he became mentally

?aaa orreliable but unfortunately w the later pa
unreliable. Ibn-e-S and used ^

Numair. a famous Mohaddiss
. ^ ^ tf"

|cj di ** j^ ^ ^

.

SiiST-" «

=^Eii=si=
nSally confused. Therefore, rn *e Cham of »

desc„e [Q be csd»ded.

snd Yazeed Bin Haroon cannot be rehrinp™
entire narrations contained1—! .he chain of na=

is
becomes nnambenne and mer.is rejec

.

^^
(V

- cham

.

narra.ors.is as follows:--.

Saif and Saif from Muhammad,

'^‘'''7^1 AT-Mohlab, Umar and Saeed/ ' _

i
Muhammad Talla, At

p n & 13)

54. Ibn-e-Hajar in his bool. Sho'aib is -Majhoor

says that according to Ibn-e-Adi, Al-Sirt
^ his book

"Dewan-ul-Zoafa-

ot unknown person as
Makkah. It may be' men.ta=<

’

“

wal-Matrookeen, page 143 t P
rse a ^veak one. The fam P

unknown wrte ,ha, Saif tSaif B*

—

Sb^— and S. Jh

-

SSft 1m—IS umer— and abou,

Saiftbin-Umer was like waqu

I . . i
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Waadi it is stated at page 396 of the same book that he used to concoct Ahadith

and that there was consensus of opinion among tlje jurists regarding the

weakness of traditions coming from Waqdi. In the foreword of his famous book

on the life of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) Maulana Shibli Naumani has discussed

Al-Waqdi and jopined that he deserved to be ignored. The relevant extract from

Shibli's book is reproduced below:—

Similarly Maulana Saeed Akbar Abadi has discussed Saif Bin Umer and

Muhammad Bin Umar Ai-Waqdi in his book "Usman Zunnorain", pages 37 to

40 and declared them as liars and unreliable persons. Since three important

narrators namely Ai-Sirri, Saif Bin Umar and Muhammad Bin Umar Al-Waqdi

are not trustworthy and one narrator "Shoaib" is unknown, narration of incident

coming through them cannot be relied upon for laying down a rule of Islamic

Fiqh.

55 Due to abovementioned infirmities qua the narrators, the narrations ot

the incident given by Tabri and Iman Ibne Taimia cannot be made a sound basis

for laying down rule of law regarding shifting of mosque trom one place to

another,

£6. The Muslim Jurists lay emphasis that the events recorded in history

books or the comme'ntaries of the Holy Qur'an cannot be relied upon for

deducing the rules of Islamic Fiqah. In this connection, the view of Imam

Ahmad Bin Hambal is:

JUJlj je—^ ’ J-3' ^
(Book, J1

_

.by Dr Ash-Sheikh Muhammad Abu Shahba published by Maktaba-tus-Sunnah

ALabenon page 147). Meaning thereby that for the purpose of deducing rules of

The Islamic Fiqah, the abovereferred three types of books cannot be considered

"trustworthy". A similar view has been' expressed by Mau ana Muhammad

Abdul Aziz Muhammadi in his book" ( OUJlGr*0 Pubhshed b>' Ahl 'e '

Hadees Academy Kashmiri Bazar, Lahore:--

L ; r,
. ^

*

-S' f.f?L. icjic 1 m
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Perhaps for the same reason, Ibne Taimia and Ibne Quddamma have not referred

ftTabri's history book while mentioning the case of theft in Bait-ul-Maal at

Safa and the alleged shifting of the mosque. Imam Ibne-e-Taimia has given his

indepdendent chain of narrators, some of whom, as discussed above, are not

reliable*

57/ It is ^significant to mention that the narration regarding incident of theft

m Bait-ul-Maal at Kufa and the action taken under the order of Hazrat Umar

r.a.a) finds no mention in "Siha-e-Sittah" or other books of Ahadis including

Mawwatta, Behqi, Dar Qutni etc. It is absent from Musnad Imam Ahinad Bin

Hambal, which contains about 40,000 narrations. Similarly, a number of books

vritten on the life history of Hazrat Umar (r.a.a), his Fiqah and Court decisions

io not contain the said narration, Ibn-e-Jezi did not mention it in his biography

if Hazrat Umar (r.a.a), Same is the position of Akhbar-e-Utnar written by AN
Tantavi,

5B. In modem times Muhammad Abdul Aziz Al-Halavi has written a book

ailed published at Cairo but he does not refer to the

itcident of theft in Bait-ul-Maal at Kufa in the chapter relating to rules about

losques. Another book, "Fiqah Hazrat Umar" written by Dr.Muhammad
jiawaas Qallaa Jce, Professor, University of Petroleum and Minerals Zehran,

^audi' Arabia (Urdu translation published by Idara Maarif-c-Islain, Mansura,

Uhore) mentions the incident of theft in Bait-ul-Maal at Kufa on the authority

t Abdur Razzaq Bin Hamam (born 126 Hijra, died 211 Hijra) but does not

mention the later part of alleged shifting of the mosque under the orders of

Hazrat Umar(r,a.a.). Same is the position of the book written by Dr.Arreheli on

Fiqah Umar" (published at Makkah Mukarramma). Again the later allegedly

written by Hazrat Umar (r.a.a) to Hazrat Saad Bin Waqas (r.a.a) regarding

'hange/shifting of the mosque is not contained in the well-known Arabic book

written by Ahmad Zaki Sifwat (Published in Egypt) which

tontain the entire official correspondence pertaining to the periods of the Holy

fephet (s.a.w.s) and his four Caliphs, However, the said letter of Hazrat Umar

^a.a) is contained at page 192 in the book ( (compiled

If Khursheed Ahmad Fariq, published by Nadwat-ul-Musannifeen Debit). The

^thor has taken the same from Tabri and as discussed above Tabri's narration is

tot reliable. Moreover, Ibn-e-Hazam in his book Almohalia, Abdur Razzaq and

fte-e-Abi Shaiba in their books called "Musannaf" (both, books of Ahadis) have

Mentioned only first half of the incident regarding theft in Bait-ul-Maal and the

°tder of Hazrat Umar (r.a.a) that Hadd of cutting hand of the thief be not

dieted. Same is the position of Kanzulummal, the famous encyclopaedia of

Ahadis* In Kanzulummal the incident of theft has been mentioned on the

authority of Abdur Razzaq and Ibne-e-Abi Shaiba. Abdur Razzaq has made

Nation of incident from Ibne-e-Joraij who heard it from Mehraz-bin-Al-Qasim
,vta heard it from a number of reliable persons (names not given) (Musannaf,

VlO, page 212, Narration No. 18874). Obviously, the chain of narrators is
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hmken as names of a number of other reliable persons are not stated In his book

"Kitab-ul-Khiraj " Qazi Abu Yusuf has also stated the first halfofthenarraion

Sing theft in Bait-ul-Maal and direction of the Caliph that hud of the thief

S cu, off. on the authority of AbMasoodi and ,Al-Qaatnu tad ^tm.
nid anvthina regarding the order of Hazrat Umar (r.a.a) to shift the mosque

<Ji Abu Yusuf *ho had personally heard the narration from Al-Masoodi must

have stated it. Moreover, as discussed above, Al-Qasim had no occasion to hear

anv narration from his father Abdur Rehman and being a Mudallis could not be

Jed upon. The fact that the second half of the narration regt^ng order of

Hazrat Umar (r a.a) is absent from the authentic books, of Ahadis, Aasar,

Et b2» and other authentic books containing official correspondence

pertaining to the period of Hazrat Umar (r.a.a) goes a long

fte said part of the narration was either a subsequent erroneous addition

itcome of Al-Masoodi' s confused state of mind.

59 For the above reasons, the alleged incident of theft in Bmh-ul-Maal at

Kufa and the supposed subsequent action taken under the orders of Hazrat U.m

u be ruled out of consideration . At any rate it cannot be made a

safe basis for deriving a rule of Islamic Fiqah regarding shifting of mosque trom

one place to another

.

60 In order to settle the controversy finally, I also propose to- discuss the

narrlus of1 incident coming from Imam Ahmadl But Tatmta and Tabn on

merits as well. Since Ibn-e-Taimia is a Mohadd.s and Jurist. I will iake up

narration first-

61. The incident of theft is referred to in the Fatawa by Ibn-e-Taimia at

pages 215 and 216*in the following words:-

^ s,^ bj »^ - e- “ - b
‘^

-

^ ffl
S JUI c- >'«M et M** r“ u -r"

JU! _~£ JS JodiJ—1 ^^^^ *

^j>^ ^^
1

3

1

(216, 215 Obei-a

S3S*sr.ss=s
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.dcfcnge <he mosque so a, to SK
ssK«*— »-

jorfs:

—

j J JSjV* JUi^ c.'

. , * i * _ J i« tlnii mrt

„ B«S that a .heft took place inB^-M« waa located in Ire -cue.

Ibn-e-Masud changed or modified the mosque.
0-e-lvi02>uu

62. ^ ^ noteworthy that ^
controversy have not been repo

• brought towards Qibla of the

„en. of .heft, Baitul Mai1 w® "de

'f )ear that the Baitul Maal was already

nosque. The second quotation makes It cle^ ^ basis me words

located inside the mosque. 0
,d ; ly mean that some

( fhe ^saue so as to shift it

internal change or modification e ma e i

it towards Qibla of the

from the ealier place in
^^^re-l^t ^ ^ ^

mosque. Had the mosque be
; at page 216 or the words

1
” Si 217 °f ,hc “?

A .J Or" Ctf 'amt or meaningless. The words

(M.ii) wouli Z nol necessarily mean that the mosque was

(a>s—,

—

a-2 \ Cy.) C>>^ .

; » change of the Qibla, the

abandoned or shifted. In the^ 0
mosque "Qiblatain" changed

Holy prophet (s.a.w.s) and his o
, . Holv Kaaba/Subsequently,

their directions from Al-Aqsa Mosque towa
atain to re-locate the

internal structural changes were made » Mijjd^^^ made

Mehraab to fix the place ot t e
*

Bait-ul-Maal towards Qibla of

internal changes in the mosque and re-located the Bait ui

the mosque. , .

fcV^rJS for bringing Bait-ul-Maal towards Qibia of the mosque.

(
Elaa-us-Sunan, V„U3, page 209. published by .data A, -Quran Wall -

Uloom-ul-Islamia, Karachi). .

. , thp nrHpr oasscd by Hazrat Umar (r.a.a) does not provide

It means that the order passed
y ^^ was w change the

any justification for sale of a

^ ,
courtyard. Meaning thereby that

rSpr -* *-

—

but il

;

emained at

the same site.

it 4 t n
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a The famous historian Tabri has reported the incident of the theft and the

jon taken in the matter with greater details. He writes as under:—

j* JU C4 p» lM ^ri V ^ '

I’jbli 4l J' ‘-All -»*- <J
U' o*^ ^

jr ,

,n Jfl p
l

.
jrf. JW\ eri—J' o* Jul °jri

hj "art4J aij jUl -M

>' cr
£VAj J*—^^ ^

~'i,
t
V „Ui "\jrJi J3 (jiAi^ ^ ‘J**

3?^* oi ^ ^
(<) tf.

«Ui^^ ^ ‘wlj^^
. ^. ;

d j _
f

a^l—^ -jr^' l^-T3 j* s-^ ^ aS

a^I> j-si^ j' Jy* ^ t*" *

^iUS *J& Ulk ^ P

-
' (At ASei-s ’4 j**J -tisr ’ (Jj^3

!t may be translated as under:

"Saad ( <_f UnVjj**) 8ot his house/ castle bmlt in fr°n' °f
’

the Kufa Mosq&J'goT it weil-built and made Baitul Maal in u. He

e idcd on o“e side of it. Then Bai.nl Manl was burned and=
valuable property was taken therefrom. Saad wrote about it to Hazmt

Uma? r a a) and described to him the location of the residential hou e

and the treasury (JlyUL^y?) in the courtyard which was adjacent

"e hole H^at Umar (r.al) wrote to him, change ^ nK^je»

rhnr it be broueht to the side of the house, keeping the *

ru-s=^w£2sssS
k^3Sk*sa==js

I Wj^jssssassi* *»**

-

the Kibii Then,' it was extended towards the right side up to a place
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known Rahaba Ali bin Abi Talib. The "Rahaba" was towards the Kibia

of the mosque. He again extended it. The Kibia of the Mosque was

towards the "Rahaba" and right side of the residential house.

"

[ version given by Tabri shows that Baitul Maal consisting of several rooms

i
adjacent to the residential palace of Hazrat Saad (r.a.a) and that the same

re in front. of Mehrab of the mosque.' After the incident of theft. Hazrat Umar

j.a) wrote that the mosque be changed so that it may reach the side of the

ntial palace bringing it towards the Kibia of the mosque. The object was to

two buildings adjacent for greater safety of the Baitul Maal making.it one

istruction. However, according to Tabri the residential palace and Baitul Maal

extended bringing the Baitul Maal towards Kibia of the mosque.

i. At this stage it will be appropriate to examine the meaning of the word

if) used in both the narrations coming from Ibn Taimia and Tabri. This

is derived from ( ) which means ( (_}>*) and (t/t m )) This word

i means change from one place to another and (
means

lovement or correction of fault (Aqrabul Maari, Vol.II, page 1339,

lished art Qum, Iran). The word
( J^**) and in the context ot change

,i one place to another can apply to movable things which are capab.e oi

,jg shifted. As regards immovable property like a piece of land fixed in earth

can only mean some change, extension, modification or improvement. The

rord (lf means mending, repair, improvement, betterment and correction

Qamoos-ul-Asri, 1947 Edition; page 373, published in Egypt). Hence in the

ext of both the narrations the words (^yjail) would mean change, extension,

ification or improvement so as to bring the Baitul Maal towards Qibla of the

Mosque, keeping the original site of the mosque intact. This inference

legitimately flows from the facts of the two narrations and is otherwise

insistent with the letter and spirit of the Injunctions of the Holy Quran and

Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s). Hazrat Umar (r.a.a) himself being a great

Muslim Jurist and well-versed in the teachings of Islam, could not have possibly

passed an order in violation of the same. Hence, even if we presume that he had

passed the order ( we must construe it in harmony with the

Injunctions of the Holy Qur’an and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s). His

order can reasonably be construed to convey the meaning of change, extension

Vl modification of the structure, without abandoning the mosque or re-locating

it at some other site.

66. The city of Kufa was founded in 17 Hijra under the orders ot Hazrat

Umar (r.a.a) and big piece of land was earmarked and dedicated for mosque

which could accommodate as many as 40,000 persons. This was the central

lamia Mosque of the city. While demarcating the limits of the mosque a person

Was made to stand in the middle of the place who threw arrows on the right, e l,

front and the back sides. The points up to which the arrows cou mac .

determined the outer limits of the mosque on each side. Houses were a o

be constructed beyond the said points. It is so stated in the istory

KLd
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i&hr'Edition, published by Nafees Academy, Karachi, Vol. Ill page 58) and

MotonuTBaldan by AUaffl/Yaqootul Hamvi (Vol .16, page 491 . Such a huge

Eme could not be immediately built upon. In the beginning only the site was

demarcated and on the front side a square shaped shed was constructed The

'

residential house of Hazrat Saad Bin Waqas was constructed on the front side of

the' mosque. The BaituI Maal was also established- in a part of the Governor s

House.' In-between the mosque and the residential palace/Bartul Maal there was

anopen space measuring 200 Haath or about 300 feet. After the incident of theft

die mosque or the BaituI Maal or both were extended and the vacant place was

covered so as to make the whole construction look like one building. It is

mentioned in the narration of the incident by Tabn that the archit^t named

Rozba bin Bazurjmehr had stated that he would construct the residential palace

and the mosque and join them together so that both may look like one building^

Hence the original site of the mosque was not abandoned. It was only extended

so as to bring Ae BaituI Maal adjacent to the mosque towards the Qtbla for its

greater safety. The above view is supported by Allama Shibh Naumam who

writes as under:— _ „

. A
, Jr

1* > if- f IJi

'

liv£*
1 ^ /J^^ _

r: s v
,(348-349? 0>^V

At page 360 of the same book Allama Shibii Naumani mentioned that the

I m0Sn'ue of Kufa was a big mosque which could accommodate 40,000 persons

S£1 Government House ineluding BaituI. Maal was stated a, a d,stance

of 200 Haath or about 300 feet from the mosque. He further writes.—

I ii,frAA ( w~r*d**,**?>^ iu*
> (

(360-361'

In under encyclopaedia
VoL20, page 601,

published by University of the Punjab, it has been mentioned that the city of

Kufa was founded by Saad Bin Abi Waqas in 17 Hijra, the mosque was situated

in the middle of the city; .it was square in shape, could accommodate 40,0

- '
. tbf* ^nmhprn side and the Darul Amara (the

. Knih
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Government House) near the mosque was subsequently included in the mosque

under the orders of Hazrat Umar (r.a.a). The revelant extracts from the book

read as under:-

(Urdu Encyclopaedia VoL20, page 601)

(Urdu Encyclopaedia (
Vol.20, page 624)

Again, the mosque was extended by Ziad during the reign of Hazrat Amir Mavia

(r.a.a) and then it could accommodate 60,000 persons.

67. Thus it is fully established that the mosque remained at its original site

and either some internal change was made in the mosque to bring Bait-ul-Maal

towards the Qibla or it was brought adjacent to the Bait-ul-Maa! by extension of

the mosque and the Bait-ul-Maal. I am fortified in my view by the opinion

expressed by the famous Muslim Jurist Ibn-e-Hamam in his commentary of

Hedaya known as "Fathul Qadeer" (Vol.IO, page 237). He rejected Ibn-e-

Taimia's argument regarding shifting of the mosque and said that the argument

of Ahmad (Ibn-e-Taimia) in respect of letter of Hazrat Umar (ra
f ’^

f n° us<
:

because it was possible that he might have ordered establishment of Bait-ul-Maa!

in the mosque. He added that his argument regarding shifting of the mosque

stands rejected by the well-known tradition of.the Holy Prophet (s.a w.s.) to the

effect that a property dedicated in the name of Allah cannot be sold, gifted or

inherited. The object of the said tradition is to rule out transfer of title or the

Wakf property and to keep it intact perpetually*

68. It is well-settled that in the presence of a clear tradition of the Holy

Prophet (s.a.w.s.), the view of a companion of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w^s) or

any Muslim Jurist are not to be preferred over the same. According to Ibn-e_
y

Taimia, Hazrat Ibn-e-Abbas (r.a.a) said, "Very nearly stones would be pelted

upon you; I say that this is the tradition of the Holy Prophet

refer to the sayings of Abu Bakar (r.a.a) and Umar (r.a.a) . mam
_

' Hambal said, "I am surprised at those who know a correct tradition of the Holy

Prophet (s.a.w.s.) hut lean in favour of the opinion of Hazrat Snfiyan (
.

>
:

Allama Sheikh Abdur Rehman Bin Hassan, author of Fathul Majeed

(Commentary of Kitab-ut-Toheed by Sheikh Muhammad bin Abdul Wahaab)

^>, ij \ifj6 J
l

* "
.
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He further says:—

sj Jip i *C s

j c*>
iC^

_J^s/< 4l^a>jJVJi*J£-*&* kP>-' 'r'&'t '> ‘f-

CtuzJ**/'&£jj? ** kj&

-*Jl

(1050

Therefore, the opinion of Imam Ibn-e-Taimia which appears to be in conflict

with the injunctions of the Holy Qur’an and Sirnnah of the Holy Prophet

(s.a.w.s.) cannot be given any weight in respect of the controversy regarding

shifting or abandonment of a mosque ' or use of its site for any other

purpose.

69 I may observe here that despite eminence of Sheikh-ul-Islam, Ibn-e-

Taimia as a great Muslim, Jurist, a number of his juristic opinions were

considered to be erroneous. In this connection Syed Abdul Hassan Nadvi

writes: T
" ' -

-Jt

"
tS,i

l

"'u
[

SjiAW Su?» \
f- Jiif (**Aa

if* (*iJ—

( 1987,*/ft.
>>*,132-133>

It means that, "In his Ijtihaad, at times he appears to be unique. He also

committed errors like any other person not free from fault. It is not necessary

that on every issue his arguments be strong and acceptable."

Abul Hassan Nadvi has based his view on the opinion ^fiz Ibn-^Hajar

Asqalani, expressed in Fathul Bari, Commentary of Sahi Bukhan. The

reproduced below:

—
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"that the juristic matters in which he was on the right side (and the same

are larger in number) one should benefit from him and pray for him.

Other matters in which he commuted an error he should not be

followed.

"

70. To sum up, the conclusion drawn by Ibn-e-Taimia regarding shifting of

the mosque, cannot be accepted for a variety of reasons:—

(i) The narrations of the incident of theft and the alleged order-of

Umar (r.a.a) to change the mosque have not come down to us through

reliable narrators,

I (ii) The inference drawn by Ibn-e-Taimia is neither consistent whh the brief

facts given in his Majmooa Fatawa nor those reported m Tareekh A1

Tabri. Had the mosque been shifted then the reason stated in the letter

of Hazrat Umar (r.a.a) that the mosque is never vacant; is frequented by

Muslims for offering prayers and hence there is greater safety of Bait-

ul-Maal, would have become irrelevant or redundant.

(iii) It is reasonably possible to construe that the mosque was extended and

’
brought adjacent to Bait-ul-Maal or if Bait-ul-Maal was already in the

mosque (as mentioned by Ibn-e-Taimia) then some mmrnd change or

modification was made to bring Bait-ul-Maal towards Qtbla of the

mosque. If it was outside the mosque then it was brought in the mosque

towards the side of the Qibla as opined by rbn-e-Hamam.

(iv) Hazrat Umar (r.a.a) being well versed in Islamic Law and

Jurisprudence could not have passed any order contrary to the

injunctions of the Holy Qur’an and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet

(s.a.w.s.). According to the said injunctions, a mosque belongs to

Allah- cannot be alienated; has to be permanently maintained and

preserved; kept clean for offering prayers; is not to be spoiled or

abandoned and has to be respected as being symbol of Allah.

ft . (v) Rules of Fiqah or Islamic Law are never laid down on the basis ot

- general books of history but are primarily derived from the Holy

Qur'an and Sunnab of the Holy Prophet (s,a.w,s,)*

(Vi) The facts of the case of theft in Bait-ul-Maal, the supposed order passed

by- Hazrat Umar (r.a.a) and the action taken in compliance with the

same have been briefly reported by Tabn and Ibn-e-Taimia. Their

narrations qua the factual position are not consistent with each other.

Moreover, all the relevant facts having a bearing on the controversy are

not available,

(vii) The original text of the letter said to have been written by Hazrat Umar
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H Umar 7rtT°r^S
^ on

as- - ** -— * *
narrators.

<viii) no mention in

SEr-as^s-SS
srir, i- ho,

(s.a.w.s.) or a Muslim jurist.

(ix) Hanfi Fiqah is based on the juristic

from Hazrat Abdullah-bm-Masood. A large numoe ^
had been reported through his dtsctpks

who
Hammaad. They were contempor

Had the incident of theft

belonged to and was based m the aty of
Umar

fr.
ATregSgThitog

“
the mosquesto

narration has come from any one of them.

00 The narration regarding

(r.a.a.) to s“t,ext“d

f

,

^aj? other authentic, books of history and

The said part o'f the narration appears to be a mistaken

XnTproto, of the conned state of mind of Al-Masoodt.

*. Now!.! wi» discuss the

demolition of the^olc mosto
:^ Mosque committee, sen, letter, to

SSSfflS^o obtain,heir Pa,aw,. Thts ietter reads as under,-

JiJM*

. f & ft ' f\ ( r

(26-6-1992^./)
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jpon this Mufti Abdul Rahman Ashrafi, Mufti Muhammad Hussain Naeemi,

uhammad Maqsood-uI-Hassan, Khate$b, Jamia Masjid Data Darbar, Lahore,

Syed Mahmood Ahmad Rizvi and Mufti Muhammad Abdul Qayyum Hazarvi

gave their Fatawa to the effect that the old mosque could not be demolished or

shifted and must be maintained at its existing site* The copies of the above-

referred letters alongwith Fatawa of the Scholars/Muftis, were annexed to the

writ petitions as Exh, E, Exhs* E/1 to E/4. The same are also available at

fpages 165 to 171 of File No. 3 from the office of the Deputy Commissioner,

:ore. Probably the Deputy Commissioner was bent upon to puli down and

shift the mosque and did not pay any heed to mosque demolished in thfe darkness

of night* During the pendency of the writ petition, the Deputy

lommissioner/Chairman of the Mosque Committee and again sent letters to

different Scholars/Muftis to obtain their Fatawas. In the first letter existence of

the mosque was admitted but in the second letter an impression was given as if

the Government employees had started using the place for offering prayers and

rostructed a mosque without permission of the Government or dedication of the

property as Wakf. The contents of the second letter are reproduced below for

I ready reference:--- 1

^ .

W 1

jfzJe&'-Q

(0

\$/ i>\J SJy- (r)

A bare reading of the letter ^shows that all the necessary facts having a
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for offering prayers and when ii-r^£“S ne«r
also not mentioned that for years together the ftom» u

tion of

objected to the use of the property - a «£
: Pakistan it had not only agreed to grant.the land teeofwst™

in

mosque but
.

had also partly «m

^

ovê nS mislead the

constructing the mosque at the ispu

^ was not dedicated for

'Scholars/Muftis, it was mentioned at the end that tne

purposes of a mosque and .ha. the

^yM^gWfe^^^ataw^' a^uftHtas to

started using it for offering pray L
-

exDressing his juristic opinion

ponder over facts and then t c aw V
(thinking on facts) and

decision. The two stages ar

nn( oflslam), Had true facts been

(f*ill!*i) (thinking on
^ would have been in a better position

"

disclosed m the letter, the Scho
noteworthy that the respondents first

to express correct juristic opinions It

^ J wit petition was filed on

got the mosque demolished on 6-10 , P ^ 1 1-10-1992 when the

7-10-1992 which came up for hearing before t

^ jn ^ Court in

learned Additional Advocate- ener
^ on b the court to seek

connection with some other cases) v,as
_ n behalf of respondent

instructions and submit report and parawisc com
10-1992

“he.af.er, ,he Faun™ were
Ihion

16-104992. Obviously aUH havmgjmm ^ ^ ^^ in his

of the mosque, respondent No- dcliUcrat y w
It my be

anxiety to obtain fravourable Fatawa
only one

mentioned that out oi thel4F d

Ghulam Sarwar. The other Fatawa

--

—

the present controversy

. „ ,. f thf. Federal Shariat Court expressed on a

72. As regards the view s of ^ General Muhammad Zia-ul-

reference made by the late Preside
decision of the Federal

Haq, i. may be safe in .he very ™^ This is evident

Shariat Court giver. m ««“ 0

j

J

the lhc„ chief Justice of the Federal

from the letter dated 15-5-1
President. The same is reproduced

lariat Court to the .Military Secretary to the President.

below for ready reference :

— B11T min>T
-FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT

ISLAMABAD, 15TH MAY, 1982.

Subject: MOSQUES ILLEGALLY BUILT ON GOVERNMENT LAND^

The question involved in the Reference No. 57H/CMLA/MS (P) dated
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23rd, April, 1982 is not within the jurisdiction of this Court as such,
since that Jurisdiction is limited to determining whether a particular law
or custom or usage having the Force of Law is repugnant to the Holy
Qur' an and the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (s .a. w, s)

.

2. However, in deference to the order of the President of Pakistan
the matter was considered by me with the active assistance of Mr.
Justice Malik Ghulam Ali and Mr. Justice Pir Muhammad Karam Shah
Ai-Azhari. The agreed opinion is being forwarded. It may be stated that

this note was prepared by Mr. Justice Pir Muhamiriad Karam Shah
Ai-Azhari and was agreed upon by the others.

(Sd.)

(AFTAB HUSSAIN),

CHIEF JUSTICE. '

A copy of the above letter is available at page 1 1 of File No. 1 from the Office of
: the D.C., Lahore (Produced in the Court by the learned A.A.-G). The opinion
of die Federal Shariat Court embodied in the "note" was simply meant to guide

:
the State Functionaries or add to their knowledge but did not have a binding

i effect like the judgment of the Court. Moreover, the opinion of the Federal
Shariat Court proceeds on the assumption that the mosques were illegally and

: unauthorisedly constructed without permission of the Government or dedication
of the property as Wakf. However, in the present case, as held above, the
mosque was constructed with the implied as well as express permission of the
Government. Hence the opinion of the Federal Shariat Court relied upon by the
learned A.A.-G. is of no help to the respondents.

73. I need not discuss a large number of Fatawa obtained by the petitioners
but may only mention that the Fatawa given by Mufti Muhammad Hussain
Naeemi from Lahore, Mufti Muhammad Abdul Ghafoor from Haroonabad,
Maulana Abdul Sattar Khan Niazi, Professor Mahmood Ahmad Ghazi, Member,
Islamic Ideology Council and the joint Fatwa given by Abdul Malik, Shaikh-ul-
Hadis, Markaz Uloom-e-IsIamia, Mansoora, Lahore and late Justice Ghulam
Ali, Ex-Judge, Federal Shariat Court, fully support the view that once a site

becomes a mosque it always remains a mosque and cannot be put to any other
use.

74. It has been rightly urged by the learned counsel for the petitioner and
the learned amicus curiae that the legality and validity of the action of the
respondents regarding demolition and re-location of the mosque and conversion
of die old site of the mosque into a grassy plot can be examined on the basis of
Articles 2A and 20 of the Constitution of Pakistan. To begin with, it must be
remembered that the Constitution of a State is not a book of prayers to be read
only for "Baraka". It contains fundamental principles and the law governing it

and provides the criteria for the construction, interpretation and validity of legal

z
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and requirements of Islam as set out in the Holy Qur'an and Sunnah; that the

citizens of Pakistan shall have fundamental rights qua equality of status, equality

Ifopportunity, equality before the law, social, economic and political justice,

freedom of thought and expression, belief, faith, worship and association

(subject to law and public morally). The minorities shall have adequate freedom

to profess and" practise their religion and develop their cultures, the legitimate

rights of the minorities shall be safeguarded; the independence of judiciary will

I be fully secured; the integrity of territories of the Federation of Pakistan, its

[independence and all its sovereign rights, over sea and air shall be safeguarded.

[By adding Article 2A, the Constitution-maker clearly intended that the above-

[
referred principles and provisions be given effect to by the three organs of the

| State, i.e. the Executive, the Legislature and the Judiciary. We need not confine

Iburselves to the precise language employed in the Resolution but must ascertain

the true intent of the law-makers and give effect to the same Lord Denning in his

book "The Discipline of Law" says:—

"A judge, believing himself to be fettered by the supposed rule that he

must look to the language and nothing else, laments that the draftsmen

have not provided for this or that, or have been guilty of some or other

ambiguity. It would certainly save the Judges trouble if Acts of

Parliament were drafted with divine prescience and perfect clarity. In

the absence of it, when a defect appears a Judge cannot simply fold his

hands and blame the draftsman. He must set to work on the constructive

task of finding the intention of Parliament, and he must do this not only

from the language of the statute, but also from a consideration of the

social conditions which gave rise to it, and of the mischief which it was

passed to remedy, and then he must supplement the written words so as

to give 'force and life' to the intention of the Legislature.

EE

Obviously, the intention behind Article 2A was to elevate the

Objectives Resolution from the position of a mere "pious wish" to the higher

pedestal of substantive Constitutional law thereby making the Injunctions of

Islam as the supreme law of the land. Hence, the change was real and

1 purposeful. Therefore, instead of finding fault with the language employed m

the Objectives Resolution, we should adopt "purposeful approach" (in the words

i of Lord Diplock to give effect to the legislative intent. In this context. Lord

j
Denning further says, "It is no longer necessary for Judges to wrrng their hands

and say "there is nothing we can do about it". Whenever the strict interpretation

of a statute gives rise to an absurd and unjust situation, the Judges can and

should use their good sense to remedy it — by reading words in, if necessary —
so as to do what Parliament would have done, had they had the situation in

mind, ’’ (The Discipline of Law, page-16).

1/

DD

Notwithstanding the fact that in the dianged~circumstanees a few words and

expressions used in the Objectives Resolution appear to be inapt, on reading it as

a whole its real intention can be gathered and given effect to. If an object
EE
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ntemplated therein had been achieved before insertion of Article 2A, as for

aple, the Constitution had been framed or a democratic political set-up

stablished, fundamental rights secured in the Constitution, then a fresh exercise

jlo frame another Constitution or establish a new political order or 1 provide

ental rights was not required. However, the principles deducible from the

Ibjectives Resolution have always to be adhered to by the citizens and the State

actionaries. One of the important principles embodied in the Resolution is that

I the sovereignty over the entire universe belongs to Allah alone and that the State

| of Pakistan shall exercise its powers and delegated, authority through the chosen

presentatives of the people within the limits prescribed by Almighty Allah". It

I is important to distinguish between the Constitution and the principles which

aderlie it. The principles are in one sense more important than the Constitution

self. The form of the Constitution changes but the principles remain". ('British

Paliamentary Democracy' by Sydney D. Bailey, page 5 of the Third Edition),

tierefore, the principle of sovereignty of Allah and obligation of the Legislature

| to act within the limits of Allah has always to be followed.

II 75. Immediately after his election as the First Caliph of the Holy Prophet

j
(s.a.w.s.) Hazrat Abu Bakar Siddique (r.a.a.) enunciated the principles that all

ersons are equal before the law, the Caliph is not above the law; that obedience

of people to the Caliph or the Government is conditional and that the State

athority is to be exercised in accordance with the commands of Allah and his

Prophet (s.a.w.s.). He said:

—

’Oh people! Now I am elevated as ruler over you, albeit not the best

among you. If I do good, support me; if I err, then set me right. To tell

truth to a person commissioned to rule is faithful allegiance; to conceal

and lie is treason. ‘In my sight the powerful and the weak are alike. By

Allah; he that is weaker among you, shall be strongest in my sight until

he conforms to law and I have taken from his that which he hath

wrested. Never shrink from Jehad; the nation which forsakes Jehad will

get disgraced. Obey me as long as I obey God and His Apostle

(s.a.w.s.); and if I withdraw from.God and his Apostle, you withdraw

from me, as in that case obligation of obedience on your part to me

terminates.
”

"(Abu Bakar the Caliph” by Abdul Aziz, p.66, published by Ghazanfar

Academy, E/5 Modem Colony, Karachi). Being bound to act within the

limits prescribed by Allah, Majils-e-Shoora or Parliament of Pakistan

does not enjoy sovereignty like the British Parliament. Bailey says

'This concept of Parliamentary sovereignty is of vital importance and

distinguishes Britain from most other democratic countries. Parliament

may enact any law it likes, and no other body can set the law aside on

the ground that it is unconstitutional or undesirable'. (The British

Parliamentary Democracy page 6). Hence, it is said by way of

illustration that the British Parliament can do anything except to turn a

EE
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man into a woman or vice versa and may enact a law that all blue-eyed

babies be killed, though it is added that before passing such a law the

members of the Parliament must go mad. A few years «go, t e Jms

Parliament demonstrated its 'sovereignty' by enacting 2 ^wdtereby

unnatural act or sodomy was legalized

Pakistan, the members of the Parliament are not the monarchs of all that

they survey. They can frame laws while remaining within the fm

comers o/rhe Jamie Shariah ,o enable Muslims . ,v.^ S
_

ami

collectively to order, their lives in accordance with the teachmg

Islam as set out in the Holy Qur'an and Sunnah of the Holy Prop

(s.a.w.s.)."

76. When we say that after insertion of Article 2A in *e G ®

principles and provisions of the Objectives Resolution

Islam, have become substantive pan of the Constitution ^ Injunctions of

of Injunctions of Islam is not relegated to that unmade law- Th.1 j

Islam as set out in the Holy Qur'an and Suimah of the Holy Ptophm^
^ ^

are the supreme law of the land and all
fundamental

same. It is significant to mention that
of the provisions of

rights guaranteed under the Constitution are v°ld y
without my hesitation

Article 8 of the Constitution Therefore, it ^ be ruied

ln̂ clions of

that laws inconsistent with the supreme law of the land )

Islam, are also void. The supremacy of the Divine Law was
He

William Blackstone in his book, "Commentary on the

0f"nature and

opines that all human laws depend upon to foundations, thi f

d j/
the law of revelation and adds that no human

contradict these. He adds, "There are, it is true, a gre

points, in which both the Divine laws and the^ *
liberty; but which are found necessary for the benefit o so

test forC£

within certain limits. And herein it is that human !aws ha
]awsm

and efficacy for with regard to such points as are not mdirfe
^

only declaratory of. and act by

case of murder; this is expressly forbidden by th
_ unlawfuiness of this

the natural law; and from these prohibitions arises
nQt at M increase its

crime. Those human laws that annex a punishment tc> n
t, __

tQ abstain from

moral guilt, or superadd any fresh obligation m
^ enjoin ug Jo commit it ,

its perpetration. Nay, if any human law shou
we must 0ffend both the

we are bound to transgress that human law, 0
are in themselves

natural and the Divine. But with regard
b these superior laws; here

indifferent, and are not commanded or forbldd
tr, in[emose, and to make that

the inferior Legislature has scope and opportunity

action unlawful which before was not so." _

("Commentary on the Laws of England, Vol.I, p. 29).

n i^kritfAn /author of the famous
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book "Modem Times") writes in his article titled "Why I must Believe in

God*:—
I

KT
"While writing Modem Times, I formed the unshakable conviction that

man without God is a doomed creature. The history of the 20th Century

proves the view that as the vision of God fades, we first become mere

clever monkeys; then we exterminate one another.

It is a terrifying prospect. But the restoration of that vision of God can

arrest it. Society as a whole will be less self-destructive if it stands in

awe of moral rules which cannot be changed at the whim of congresses

or parliaments or central committees, but which owe their authority to

God/ i

(Readers' Digest, August 1985, page 88).

78. Now I may refer to a few judgments of the Hon'ble Supreme Court of

Pakistan in which the provisions of Article 2A have been discussed. In the case

of "Mian Aziz A. Sheikh v. The Commissioner of Income-tax, Investigation - , /

Lahore" (PLD 1989 SC 613) the Hon'ble Supreme Court was pleased to hold as

under:—

"In the context of the present case, neither the Legislature, under the

command contained in Article 227(1) has the power to enact a law in

any field including those relating to taxes, which is repugnant to

Injunctions of Islam; nor any other functionary including the Income-

tax Authorities has any such power to lay down any un-Islamic rule,

which has a force of law .

w

On the above findings, it was further held that in properly instituted proceedings

superior Courts could strike down a rule of law, both under the general mandate

contained in clause (1) of Article 227 as well as Article 2A of the Constitution

read with Objectives Resolution, hr the case of "Hakim Khan and 3 others v.

Government of Pakistan through Secretary Interior and others" (PLD 1992 SC

423* it was held that notwithstanding the insertion of ArticTe^2A in the

Constitution, the role of the Objectives Resolution has not been fundamentally

transformed from the role of "Beacon light" to guide the Constitution-makers to

formulate such provisions for the Constitution which reflect the ideals and the

objectives set forth therein and that Article 2A was not self-executing and

required legislation to make it operative. It was further held that if any Article of

the Constitution was in conflict with Article 2A, the appropriate procedure was

to have it amended in accordance with the prescribed provisions of the

Constitution.

79. A different note was struck by the Supreme Court of Pakistan in the

case of Allah Dad v. Mukhtar and another (1992 SCMR 1273 ). The Court was

tn annrnvp thp vi in the iud^ment FCDOrted HS OamaF Raza
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Mst. Tahira Begum (PLD 1988 Karachi 1

6

9) and Muhammad Sarwar and

St. Shahida Parveen v. The~State (PLD 1988 FSC 42 ) , in which it was held

after insertion of Articie 2A in the Constitution, a superior Court was

tent to declare a law ultra vires the Constitution if found to be violative of

ctions of Islam. The relevant paras, from the judgment are reproduced

Bw:

—

"12. The legal effects of Article 2A Jjave been thoroughly examined

in the case of Qamar Raza referred to above, and it was held therein

that since the contents of the Objectives Resolution have been made a

substantive part of the Constitution, the superior Courts can declare a

law ultra vires the Constitution if it is found to be violative of the

Injunctions of Islam. It was further held in the case of Qamar Raza that

ineffectiveness of Talaq in the absence of a notice tp the Chairman, as

envisaged by section 7 of the Family Laws Ordinance, is against the

Injunctions of Islam.

13. This view of the Karachi High Court was also upheld and

affirmed by the Federal Shariat Court in the case of Muhammad Sarwar

and Mst. Shallida Parveen v. The State (PLD 1988 FSC 42) and it was

on the basis of these judgments that the learned Trial Court in this case

dispensed with the requirements of section 7 of the Family Laws

Ordinance, The impugned judgment of the Federal Shariat Court in this

case has upheld the decision of the Trial Court and placed its reliance

again on the cases of Mirza Qamar Raza and Muhammad Sarwar

referred to above.

14. We have gone through the well-considered judgment of the Karachi

High Court in the case of Mirza Qamar Raza and have found that

judgment is based on very sound reasoning, and the impugned

judgments based on the law laid down by it need no interference by this

Court, especially in a case of acquittal like the one in hand."

80, Again# the view expressed in Hakim Khan's case was departed from by

the honourable Supreme Court in the case of
"Zaheeruddm and others v. The

~tate and others" (1993 SCMR 1718). In this case, the Court went far ahead and

held that the power of judicial review of the superior Courts was,
enhanced and

that adoption of Objectives Resolution in form of Article 2A meant adoption o

the Injunctions of Islam as thg real, effective and positive law of the land. The

relevant part of the judgment is reproduced below:

—

"It is thus clear that the Constitution has adopted the Injunctions of

Islam as contained in Qur'an and Sunhah of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.)

^ the real and the effective law. In that view of the matter, the

Injunctions of Islam as Contained in Qur'an and Sunnah of the Holy

Prophet (s.a.Wis.) are now the positive law. The Article 2-A, made

v'
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effective and operative the sovereignty of Almighty Allah and it is

because of that Article that the legal provisions and principles of law, as

embodied in the Objectives Resolution, have become effective and

operative. Therefore, every manmade law must now conform to the

Injunctions of Islam as contained in Qur'an and Sunnah of the Holy

Prophet (s.w.a.s.). Therefore, even the Fundamental Rights as given in

the Constitution must not violate the norms ofMam .

"

In other case reported as Mst. Kaneez Fatima v. Wali Muhammad and
!

,

another (PLD 1993 SC 901), it was held that an existing law could not be

declared to be void on the basis of Article 2A of the Constitution but the same

were to be interpreted on the basis of the principles of Islamic Law. The relevant

part of the judgment reads as under:

—

r

<:

"In this context it may be observed that while interpreting Constitution,

enactments, rules and regulations having the force of law and

examining orders, acts and actions of Government

functionaries/authorities the Court is competent to apply well-

reconginsed principles of Islamic Common Law and such interpretation

which is in conformity with the Injunctions of Islam. In the fields_not_

occupied b£ statutory dispensation, principles of Islamic Common Law

or principles in confirm]ty with Injunctions of Islam can be pressed into

service."

In the case of "Government of Sindh through Chief Secretary to Government of

Sindh, Karachi and others v. Sharaf Faridi and others"(PLD 1994 SC 105) the

honourable Supreme Court was pleased to refer to the principle of independence

of the judiciary appearing in the Objectives Resolution as well as the fact that the

same had been made a substantive part of the Constitution through Article 2A.

In the case of "Sardar Muhammad Muqeen Khoso v. President of Pakistan"

(PLD 1994 SC 412) after noting the fact that the Objectives -Resolution had

become substantive part of the Constitution, the Court highlighted the principle

embodied therein that sovereignty over the entire universe belongs to Almighty

Allah alone and that the authority to be exercised by the people of Pakistan

through their chosen representatives within the limits prescribed by Him, is a

sacred trust and that an abuse of position on the part of a chosen representative

would amount to breach of the above sacred trust entailing heavenly and wordly

punishment. Again in the case of "Government of N.-W.F.P. through Chief

Secretary and another v. Muhammad Irshad and 3 others fPLD 1995 SC 281)

the Hon'ble Supreme Court referred to the principle embodied in the Objectives

Resolution that in Pakistan, State power and the authority shall be exercised by

the chosen representatives of the people. Referring to clause (6) of Article 247

of the Constitution, it was held:—

,6

7

IX*

"The clause when read with the Objectives Resolution places a special

««.nnncihiHtv rm the President and also on the Governor in respect of
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the Area. The extraordinaiy power that has been vested in them must be

exercised in a manner that would facilitate the introduction of

representative administration in those Areas and thus bring them at per

with the other parts of Pakistan. Any legislative and administrative

measure which obstructs or delays this ultimate goal must be held to be

beyond the bounds of this power.

"

In the recent case of Al-Jehad Trust v, Federation of Pakistan (PLD
11996 SC 363} the Hon'ble Supreme Court of Pakistan was pleased to hold that

I?what is very important in this context is the fact that Article 2A was inserted in

he Constitution by P.O, No, 14 of 1985 and made the substantive part of the

lonstitution which blends the Constitution wj;h the spirit of Islam",

81. The trend of most of the above precedents shows that a real change has

n made after insertion of Art. 2A in the Constitution >nd that now the

functions of Islam as set out in the Holy Qur'an and Sunnah of the Holy

*rophet (s.a.w.s.) are the real, effective and positive law of the country; that the

uperior Courts can competently examine^ the validity of manmade laws or

irders, acts and actions of State functionaries on the basis of Injunctions of

Slam the supreme law of the country.

82. Under Article 20 of the Constitution, every citizen has the light to

lofess, practise and propagate his religion and to establish, maintain and

nanage his religious institutions (subject to law, public order and morality),

Vnicle 20 reads as under:—

HH

II

"Freedom to profess religion and to manage religious institutions ,

—

Subject to law, public and morality

—

(a) every citizen shall have the right to profess, practise and propagate

his religion; and

(b) every religious denomination and very sect thereof shall have the

right to establish, maintain and manage its religious institutions."

The use of the words . "religious denomination" and "seel" does not

I

mean that the right conferred under sub-Article (b) of Article 20 can be

exercised only by a religious denomination or sect collectively. A religious

denomination or a sect thereof is composed of persons who may establish,

maintain and manage their religious institutions individually or collectively. The

'above-quoted Article of the Constitution has to be interpreted in the light of the

well-recognized principles and rules of the Islamic law, as held in the case of

MsL Kaneez Fatima, quoted above.

JJ

83.

A mosque is a vitally important religious institution of a Muslim

society which inessential for practising Islam. Any act done by any person or a

State functionary which obstructs the establishment; maintenance orjpanagement

of a mosque really deprives the Muslims usmg the said mosque^ practise^ jheir

... „ ^ i ft tf

KK
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religion. Such an act is also violative the Injunctions of the Holy Qur'an and
Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.sj is well recognized principle of the Islamic

law and jurisprudence that once a niosque always a mosque and that its site

cannot be abandoned, changed, alienated or re-located at another place,

Therefore, the actions of the respondents in demolishing the mosque, stopping

the petitioners and other Muslims from using the original site of the mosque for

offering prayers and re-locating it at a nearby site amount to stopping them from
establishing, maintaining and managing their religious institution. Their actions

being violative of fundamental rights secured under Article 20 of the

Constitution, are without lawful authority and of no legal effect.

KK

84, It is regrettable that Mr. Javed Mahmood, Ex-Deputy Commissioner,

Lahore who was also the Chairman of the Mosque Committee at the relevant /

time did not protect the interests of the mosque and decided to undo an old

mosque in an arbitrary and somewhat "dubious" manner. A number of Muftis

and eminent religious scholars in their Fatawa dated 26-9-1992 had made it clear

to him that the old mosque could neither be demolished nor re-located at another

site. The petitioners alongwith 50 respectables of the locality had also met the

Deputy Commissioner in the form of a delegation and requested him not to

demolish and shift the mosque and the Madrassa whereupon he gave an

undertaking that keeping in view the wishes and sentiments of the people the

mosque would not be demolished. In this connection a news item appeared in the

daily "Dawn" and some other newspapers. The above facts regarding the

petitioners' meeting with the Deputy Commissioner and his assurance were duly

stated in paras. 6 and 7 of the writ petition but were not denied in the comments

submitted by the Deputy Commissioner and would be deemed to have been

admitted.

85, The news item published in the daily "Dawn" dated 4-10-1992 is

reproduced below for ready reference:—

"
D.C. ASSURES MOSQUE WOULD NOT BE DEMOLISHED .

Bureau Report: Lahore Oct, 3: The Deputy Commissioner Lahore

reportedly gave an assurance to a deputation on Saturday that the Jamia

Masjid in the premises of the Lahore District Courts would not be

demolished:"

It is not understandable as to what prompted the then Deputy Commissioner to

ignore the Fatwa dated 26-9-1992 and violate even his own solemn commitment

that the mosque shall not be demolished. The deliberate act of demolition of the

mosque, without caring for the Injunctions of Islam and sentiments of Muslims,

prima facie, smacks of mala ftdes. The questions whether the ex-Deputy

Commissioner and other persons, who had either abetted or committed the

offences of trespass into and demolition of, the mosque, had acted in conspiracy

with the foreign elements, got video cassette of the demolition work prepared

LL
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I provided the same to the Indian authorities need thorough probe and

cuiry The demolition of the Lahore Mosque had synchronised with an

iistricious set of circumstances prevailing in India in the shape of fury of

fanatic Hindus for demolishing the historic Babri Mosque. In this background

the ex-Deputy Commissioner and even other persons connected with demolition

of the mosque cannot be heard to say that they had no knowledge that the

emolition of the mosque would injure religious feelings of Muslims. The act ol

[ desecration and demolition of the sacred house of Allah is an attack on the faith

I of Muslims and "it must be appreciated that in that pan of the world faith is sti

I the most precious thing to Muslim believer" (quoted from ^dgment of the

|
Hon'ble Supreme Court in Zaheer-ud-Din’s case: 1993 SCMR 1718 The

Qur'anic verdict about those who spoil mosques (by demolition or otherwise) i

^bodied in Verse No.2/114 of the Holy Qur’an. A^an

If
***

. . I™?* 1JT? (f“ them there is disgrace or

Bering the world hereafter)^

H
S”L ex Deputy Commissioner and other persons connected with the

offence must face the consequences of their wrongful act.

86 I therefore, direct the S.H.O. P.S. Lower Mall, Lahore to register a

11
, t . c jqi ppc (on the written or verbal

criminal case under sections 295 and 29/, f
rui

report of any one of the petitioners) against Javed Mahmood, the then Deputy

Commissioner Lahore and Chairman of the Mosque Committee (now posted

Executive Director (Personnel, A.D.B.P., Head Office, Islamabad) and all other

persons who had either committed or abetted the offences of trespass i

demolition of the mosque with the knowledge that by their wrongful

religious feelings of the petitioners and other Muslims would be injure .

87 Keeping in view the importance of the case, the I.-G. Police, Punjab,

all entrust its investigation to some honest and senior police officer not e

tZ of S P. The investigating officer shall submi. brief monthly reporis

about the progress of the investigation to the Registrar of this Cou .

88, I am constrained to observe that the sentence pr0
ff

d

hip wl[h

under section 295 of the P.P.C. (for injuring or
or

intent to insult the religion of any class) is on y impol

_ g with the grav ity of

fine or both, which is inadequate and does not “
imo p)aces of burial

the offence. Likewise, the sentence ft*
bl which is also low and

or worship is imprisonment up to one ye
wi(h the sentence of fine

inadequate. In either case, an offender may b
the National Flag under

alone. It is noteworthy that the offence of
J 10 three years

section 123(b) of the P.P.C, is punishable with ‘mpnsormi^
provldcd

or fine or both but the sentence for defiling ^
sa

iQUS or deliberate act of

under section 295 of the P.P.C. is lesser.

vg offence , in the historic

demolition of a mosque or House o

h ler of Yaman, to demolish

event Regarding the attempt made by Abraha, the ruler

LL

MM
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e

,

Holy *aaba > about 55 days before the binh of the Hoiv Pmnlw wMuhammad (a.a.w.a.), Allah had punished the wrengdom bv T

Sp,

n
!0 drli!h ,hem provides “*to j-flcLw££% “

P PC le

r
f0re ’ m

?
y VieW

’ the sen,ence for offence under section 295^ theP.P.C. deserves to be raised to death or imprisonment for life Z LPLikewise, the sentence for offence under section 297 of the P P f
’

be suitably tatad. Moreover, both* offence,^ „t-Sl
“

jaw £Pakistan Penal Code and to make the offences non-bailable
^

90. For the foregoing discussion the writ petition is accented and rhet-respondents' acts of demolition of the disputed mosque, its redocaSn at'otierplace, conversion of the original site of the mosque into a grassy plot orstopping the petitioner from using the said site for offering prayers am dedaredto be repugnant to the Injunction of Islam, viola,ive of the mSSfundamental right and hence without lawful authority and of no legal effect Therespondents are directed to reconstruct the building of the mosque°at the old site Iwphin a period of six months from today. If forty valid TZn e^nofLline for consiruction of the mosque is needed by the respondents fhev shonM
^

*» «*» of the period

-in 1 H
gtr n6W mosque IS reconstructed, the petitioners and other Muslimsincluding Advocates, members of the staff from the office of the DeputyCommissioner and the residents of the nearby localities, shall be at liberty totedie site for offering 5 times daily prayers as well as Juma and Eid prayers and

sShlet
Sary ’ ff6 'emp0rary cons[™ction thereon or make my other

rooiJTemen
l
f°r ^ PUiP0Se

‘^ Sha!1
’ b°^er, take cL thattile construction work is not hindered.

91 Before parting with the judgment l like to place on record myappreciaoon of the good work' done and valuable assistance rendered to theourt by Malik Allah Yar Khan, Advocate, Nawab Saeedullah Khan, AdvocateOeamed counsel for the petitioners), Mr. Ihsan Sabri, Assistant Advocat
general (learned counsel for the respondents), M/s. Saeed-ur-Rahman Farnikh

r. Riazul Hussan Gdam, Malik Muhammad Nawaz, Nazir Ahmad Ghazi
Advocates and Mr. Riaz-ul-Hassan Noori, Juris Consult of the Federal Shariat

to o
3PPeared 35 amicUS Curi2e) - M

-v thar|ks are particularly dueo Mr. Riaz-ul-Hassan Noori, who provided a large number of rare books to theCourt from his own library and whose scholarly assistance has gone a long wavto make the present judgment, what it is. Last but not the least, my gratitude isdue to Sayed Abdur Rehman Bokhari, Research Officer, Quaid-i-Azam Library
to Ld Y j >
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ire, who provided a number of reference books to clarify the principles of

lamic Law.

W.B.A./H-16/L
Petition accepted
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Present: Sardar Said Muhammad Khan, C.J., Basharat Ahmad

Shaikh and Muhammad Yunus Surakhvi, }J

AZAD GOVERNMENT OF THE STATE OF JAMMU AND

KASHMIR through Chief Secretary—Petitioner

versus

.

SARFRAZ ALAM and another—Respondents

Civil Petition for Leave to Appeal No. 32 of 1996, decided on 16th November,

1996.

(On appeal from the order of the High Court dated 9-5-1996, in Civil

^Appeal No.66 of 1993).

Alad Jammu'and Kashmir Contempt of Court Act, 1993—

E—Preamble—Azad Jammu, and Kashmir Interim Constitution Act (VIII of

1974), S.42( 12)—Petition for leave to appeal filed wherein two respondents

were cited—Petitoner initially moved application for deleting name of one

respondent and after deletion of his name moved another application for deletion

of name of remaining respondent—Effect-Names of both respondents having

been struck off, there remained no respondent in petition for leave to appeal

Such vacuum having thus been created, petitioner’s case could not proceed

farther—Question of grant of leave, thus, would not arise Leave to appeal was

:
refused in circumstances, [p. 384] A

,

Sardar Rafique Mahamood Khan, Advocate for Petitioner.

,

- Date of hearing: 16th November, 1996.

ORDER

BASHARAT AHMAD SHAIKH, J—This is a petition for leave to

appeal 'from the judgment of the High Court by which certain provisions of the

. Azad Jammu and Kashmir Contempt of Court Act, 1993 were declared ultra

|
vires.

While hearing a writ petition the High Coun of Azad Jammu and

ji Kashmir directed one Sarfraz Alam, Assistant Town Planner of the Mirpur

MLD
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the resne^vl
°nty ’ '° Visk ‘W° dispUted plotS and to submit a report as to

fi™ S measurements. This order was not implemented within the given

tendered
imtiated a«ainst him * He appeared and

could nl f T gy r 'he def3u!t and 3,50 flled 311 affidavit ** *
Z7J°

mpT order of ^ Court due t0 ** death of sister of his

ob^^d th ?
5

' s hearing 0f *** COnlemP t proceedings the High Coon
provislons of the Azad Jammu and Kashmir Contempt of

and Kwh

n

r

werej
_f
r^ma ^acie

’ violative of section 45 of the Azad Jammu

CourfId *, ?nSdtUli°n Act> 1974 which infers on the Supreme

contemmtf r
C ^ P°WCr t0 punish “V Person who commits

not*
^ Therefore apart from the, learned counsel for the parties, aonce was issued to the learned Advocate-General and assistance of some senior

9th ^ toS^n°
S

?§hL Ultimaldy a FuI1 Bench announced its judgment on

Jn

h
.

May
„
1996 * By that Judgment some provisions of the Azad Jammu and

W i

0n
!

empt
,
0f ^ourt were found to be unconstitutional and

were declared void. So far Sarfraz Alam is concerned he was let off after
accepting unconditional apology.

tha ™ .

Azad Govemment of the State of Jammu and Kashmir acting through

,hL™
hlC

f
ge

^
retary filed a Petition for leave to appeal from the part of the

a fv, 7 u
^ Hlgh C°Urt by Which some Provisions of the Contempt of Court

Act had been declared unconstitutional. In the petition for leave to appeal two
respondents were impleaded, namely:—

^
and

fraZ A!am> Assistant Town Planner, Mirpur Development Authority;

(il) Robkar-e-Adalat through Honourable Judge of Full Bench of Azad -

Jammu and Kashmir High Court, Muzaffarbad.

After filing the petition firstly the name of Sarfraz Alam was struck off and then,
another application was moved wherein it was prayed that respondent No.2 may*
e a owe to be deleted. This application has been accepted earlier today by a

separate order.

The name of Sarfraz Alam had already been struck off. Now with the
deletion of respondent No.2 there remains no respondent in the petition for leave
to appeal. In view of the vacuum thus created, the case cannot proceed further.
When this was pointed out to the learned counsel for the Government, he could
not cite any provision of law or practice of the Court under which an appeal can
be heard without there being a respondent. Therefore, the question of grant of
leave in the case does not arise.

The petition for leave to appeal is, therefore, dismissed.

A.A./151/SC (AJ&K) Leave refused.
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